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NAIA watch out!
Chris Tezak

Photography Editor
This Friday will kick off the 20062007 Embry-Riddle basketball season,
when the Eagles hit the floor against
Fisher College. The Eagles are coming
off a great year finishing 31-3, taking the
Florida Sun Conference championship
and finishing the year ranked No. 1 in
the country.
The upcoming season, however, will
determine how resilient the Eagles are.

The team lost first team All American
and FSC Player of the Year Michael
Pyle, who scored over 1,000 points in
the last two seasons at Riddle. The team
also lost assist leaders Jake Pickett and
Ben Witherspoon, with Pickett averaging
34 minutes a game. In an interview with
head coach Steve Ridder he spoke on
the seniors. “Every championship team
and championship program, athletics or
non-athletics, has great leadership from
the top, and that’s what we miss most
Please see “PREVIEW,” page A4

Fall 2006 Home Schedule
DATE

OPPONENT

TIME

Friday, Oct. 27

Fischer (Mass.)

7 p.m.

Tuesday, Oct. 31

Johnson and Wales (Fla.)

7 p.m.

Saturday, Nov. 11

Florida College

7 p.m.

Saturday, Nov. 18

Macalaster (Minn.)

3 p.m.

Friday, Dec. 2 —
Saturday, Dec. 3

Daytona Mitsubishi Shootout

PHOTO JONATHAN METTIN/AVION; GRAPHIC TOM KILEY/AVION

ERAU readies
for homecoming
Nicole Titus

Entertainment Editor
It’s a bird! It’s a plane! No! It’s the
“Homecoming Heroes!” This week, the
Embry-Riddle campus will be crawling
with the best of the best, the bravest, the
strongest, the fastest, and the most unique
of them all.
This year’s hero theme, like previous
themes of the past, allows campus organizations to be creative and explore a variety of
different ideas. Some hero themes you can
expect to see this week include Captain
Planet, Mission Impossible, Gandhi, the
Wright Brothers, The Incredibles, Steve
Irwin, Children of St. Jude and the Heroes
of 9/11.
Last year’s theme, “Once Upon A Time,”
turned out to be a huge success. This year
will be no different. Approximately 65
clubs, organizations and departments will
be taking part in this year’s homecoming
events.
The homecoming celebration begins
Wednesday night (Oct. 25) on the West
Lawn where Touch-N-Go productions will
be showing “Superman Returns.”
On Thursday, Oct. 26, there will be an
open-entry chalk art contest in front of the
library between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.
Later that night, the annual talent show

will take place in the Student Center at 7
p.m. and will feature Embry-Riddle students
displaying their abilities in dance, music and
comedy.
Friday, Oct. 27, there will be no classes as
the campus celebrates University Day with
the majority of the homecoming events taking place.
The celebration kicks of with a parade
of “Heroes and Villains” around EmbryRiddle. The parade is set to last from 4
p.m. to 5 p.m. Like last year, super hero
stilt walkers and other entertainers will be
around for spectators to enjoy while they
wait for the parade to begin.
Right after the parade, the free annual
tailgate party will kick off at the ICI Center.
The tailgate party entertainment should be a
big hit, with Big 10-4, an energetic modern
rock quartet based out of Orlando, who just
recently released their first album this year.
Following the tailgate party, the basketball team will play Fisher College at 7 p.m.
During halftime, the 2006 Homecoming
King and Queen will be crowned by last
year’s king and queen, Kent Kalogera and
Heather VanAntwerp.
On Saturday, Oct. 28, at 8 p.m., actor/
comedian Jamie Kennedy will showcase his
comedic skills in the ICI center. The show is
free to Embry-Riddle students and faculty.
All in all, the homecoming week is packed
with numerous activities and entertainment.

AVION FILE PHOTO

2005 HOMECOMING QUEEN AND King Heather VanAntwerp and Kent Kalogera
will crown this year’s King and Queen during halftime of the Eagles’ basketball season opener against Fisher College Friday.
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‘Cessna Sport’
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Haise entertains packed house
By students, for students.
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THE CREW OF APOLLO 13 poses for a picture on the morning before the launch of the disastrous mission on Apr. 11, 1970. From left to
right are Fred Haise, Jack Swigert and Jim Lovell. The mission, originally intended for lunar exploration, faced the challenge of bringing the
damaged spacecraft home after a faulty oxygen tank caused an on-board explosion.
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ASTRONAUT FRED HAISE SPEAKS in the ICI Center on Monday,
Oct. 16. His presentation titled “Failure is Not an Option” was the first
part of the Honors Program’s Distinguished Speaker Series.

With Elton John’s classic “Rocket
Man” playing in the background,
students squeezed into the ICI
Center, trying to find a seat or even
a place to stand before the speaker
took the podium. The speaker was
Fred Haise, a famous astronaut from
the failed Apollo 13 mission. The
ICI was bursting at its seams with
people – students and faculty, some
with their families and guests.
Fred Haise took the podium
among a thunderous round of
applause, smiling the whole time.
He began his speech by comparing the actual mission to the Apollo
13 movie, a movie where, at an
aeronautical university, there is
probably no one who has not seen
it. He stressed that it was not as
bad as the movie made it out to be
– they had no doubt in their fellow
crewmates and “there was not that
kind of issue that the movie” portrayed, as well as emphasizing that
they had prepared for exactly what
happened and knew precisely what
they were going to do. Haise did,
however, credit the movie with capturing the importance of teamwork
to the safe return of the mission. He
had a video of the actual mission
displayed behind him as he spoke,
giving the audience the sense that
we were being narrated through the
journey, rather than simply hearing
about it.
As he finished speaking about
Apollo 13, he went on to talk about
his work after the mission, including a tragic accident that resulted

in more than 65 percent of his body
being badly burned. He went on to
talking about continuing working
with NASA even after two tragic
accidents in the air, and how he
conducted the Shuttle launches off
the modified 747 airliner. “You
can’t see the 747 … it’s like a
magic carpet,” he remarked, speaking of how smooth a mission it was
– even though they were in constant
fear of budget cuts and only had one
prototype with which to work. He
finished by speaking about his work
after retiring from NASA and positions he held afterwards, including
17 years with Northrop Grumman.
After 42 years in the Aerospace
industry, he retired. His thoughts
on his life: “It was fun. At times.”
Haise finished with a standing ovation and a crowd that was eagerly
devouring every word that he said.
Mr. Haise’s speech was one of
the Honor Program’s Distinguished
Speaker Series and the first of this
semester. He gave a brilliant narrative of an exciting career that was
both awe-inspiring and sobering.
With a title like “Failure Is Not An
Option,” many of us were expecting an inspirational speech, but
rather Haise showed us how in the
industry it really isn’t an option and
for the time that he was giving the
speech everyone in the audience
was convinced that they, like Mr.
Haise, would do whatever it takes
to ensure success. As a retired
member of the industry, Haise is
a perfect example of what we, as
aeronautical students, should strive
to be – he spent his entire career in
the industry and continues to give to
it, even after retiring.

Students investigate mock crash
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SF-435 STUDENTS TAKE NOTES during a simulated aircraft accident into the Jack R. Hunt Library. The course, “Aircraft Crash
Survival Analysis and Design,” challenges students to investigate the circumstances of aircraft accidents where the occupants should
have survived. The class is instructed by Professor Anthony Brickhouse, and is the capstone of the Aviation Safety Science major.
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2006 Homecoming Court
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Cutright
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Applied Meteorology
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Vote for Homecoming King and Queen Tuesday through
Thursday this week on the Flight Deck!
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Aeronautical Science
Touch-N-Go

Aeronautical Science
The AcaFellas
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Eagles unleash carnage on Warner, lose to Lee
Abe Osheyack

ERAU Sports Info. Dept.
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. — Four
different players had two goals
apiece as the Embry-Riddle women’s
soccer team rolled 10-0 over Warner
Southern College in Florida Sun
Conference play on Monday evening.
The 10 goals were a team record for
most in a game.
Minus three starters, the Eagles
started the scoring just three minutes
into the match and never looked back
en route to improving to 10-1 over
and 2-1 in FSC play.
Junior Valerie Rogers opened the
scoring with her first goal of the
season at the 3:11 mark, and senior
Katrina Morgan extended the lead
to 2-0 with her eighth goal in the
seventh minute. Freshman Kristen
Phelps made the Eagles lead 3-0 at
the halftime break with her ninth goal
of the season.
The floodgates opened in the second half as Evans and Phelps netted
their second of the night, in order,
Amanda Diego added her second of
the season, Jessica Garcia scored two
goals, and Morgan added her second
of the evening with 4:10 remaining.
WSC keeper Vanessa Jobe, playing
out of position, made 12 saves, while
ERAU goalie Brelyn Bingham made
none.

MELANIE PUGH/AVION

FRESHMAN MIDFIELDER LINDSEY EVANS picked up two goals
and three assists in the 10-0 steamrolling of Warner Southern but was
held to a single shot in the match against Lee.

DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. — The
Embry-Riddle women’s soccer
found it tough going against No. 6
ranked Lee University, falling 2-0 at
ERAU Soccer Stadium on Thursday
evening.
The Lady Flames, who fell in last
year’s national championship game,
used a pair of first half goals and
stout defense to shutout the Eagles
for the first time this season.
Lee scored in just the fifth minute

MELANIE PUGH/AVION

KRISTEN PHELPS (IN WHITE) is denied by a stalwart Lee defense in Thursday’s game. It also marked
the last home game for seniors Jessica Garcia, Holly Davis and Katrina Morgan (inset, from left to right),
pictured with head coach Dan Blank and assistant coach Meghan Fairbrother.
of the match, when leading scorer
Janaina Novaes’ slow roller trickled
past a diving Stephanie Taylor and
into the net. Substitute Marina Lima
doubled the lead six minutes before
the break when she took good control of a Kristine Tuck free kick and
drove it into the left side of the goal.
Jessica Garcia had Embry-Riddle’s

greatest chance to get on the scoreboard, as her run down the right
side found her with plenty of free
space, but a sliding save from Lee
goalie Caitlin Wohlander denied
the first chance, and though Garcia
controlled the rebound, a brilliant
header from Luana Novaes kept the
ball out of the net.

Before the game, Embry-Riddle
honored its three seniors - Garcia,
Holly Davis, and Katrina Morgan. It
was the Eagles’ last home match of
the season.
Embry-Riddle finishes up their
schedule with a three game road trip,
starting next Wednesday at Webber
International.

Ridder: FSC much more competitive in 2006-07
“PREVIEW” from Front

three-point shooter,” said Ridder.
Also coming back is role-player
from last year,” said Ridder.
Murat Hisarkaya who average 16
Pickett has stayed on as an minutes off the bench and gave a
assistant coach with junior Ryan boost in rebounds, defense, and
Ridder and senior Ryan Exter most three-point shooting whenever he
likely filling the void at point guard. stepped on the floor. Sophomore
Ridder was red-shirted last year transfer Houston Wright may also
while Exter started 24 games in the prove to be a huge addition. “He’s
2-guard spot. Exter will continue working his way, being a first year
starting there this season and Coach player, to be able to earn quality
Ridder has high hopes. “He is what playing time. He just an athletic and
we call a weapon,” said Ridder. “He gifted player and brings a lot to the
is definitely a potential all-confer- table,” Ridder said.
ence and all-American type of playMoving to the post positions
er.” Exter aversenior duo Nick
aged 14 points
Miller and Drew
a game and shot
Whitaker return
37 percent from
to try to fill the
It
will
be
an
behind the arc
gap left by Pyle.
last season
Miller received
absolute war,
At the small
FSC conference
every night in our
forward
spot,
tourney
MVP
the team has
last season, was
conference.
huge depth with
second on the
returning playteam in rebound
- STEVE RIDDER
ers and new
and blocks, and
recruits. Senior
averaged
nine
Denny Joseph,
points a game.
who usually plays the role of offen- Whitaker led the team in blocks
sive spark and utility man, returns, last season and according to Coach
bringing his 10 points a game with Ridder is “the ultimate role-player.
him. Denver Cobb who had been He is our leader on the team and a
hampered by injury and came off very important part of our program.”
the bench as a three-point sniper Sophomore Tyler DeBord comes
also returns to the excitement of back after coming off the bench for
Coach Ridder. “He can really chal- 12 minutes a game. Coach Ridder
lenge for a starting position at the also has high hopes for DeBord.
three. He flat out has great shooting “We expect him to kind of replace
range, he is a Ryan Exter kind of a Michael Pyle,” said Ridder. “Now

“

”

that’s some big shoes to fill, but I conference is dramatically changed
think he can do it.”
and every team that was there last
Coming from the freshman class year is much much better.” Florida
is William Benjamin. A 6’10” 245 Memorial and Edward Waters both
pound true center who will be play- brought in large groups of transfer
ing as a true Freshman and turned students to beef up their teams.
down offers from
Northwood
NCAA division
University
one schools to
brought in NCAA
come to Embrytournament
The
scary
thing
is,
Riddle for aerowinner
Rollie
if we are as good as
space engineerMassimino
ing. “He has real
to
develop
we were last year,
soft hands, good
and coach the
coordination,
school’s
first
we will not win ...
and a soft touch.
basketball team.
He’s just not as
It may be their
- STEVE RIDDER
physically strong
first year, but
to play a lot of
Ridder is not takminutes
like
ing them lightly.
we need him to be,” said Ridder. “In their first year they have more
With strengthening, though, Ridder talent on paper, than I’m going
expressed excitement in his ability. to say anybody that’s been in our
“He might have as much potential league for the last 18 years.”
as any player we have ever brought
The conference is shaping up to
in here.” Ryan Christian, a standout be fierce. “I kind of look at this
from Westminster Academy in Ft. year, us being a smaller version of
Lauderdale, averaged a double- the ACC or SEC, where you might
double his senior year will be redshirted this year, but looks to be a
great player.
The opponents the Eagles will be
facing this season are shaping up to
make it tough run. Even locally in
the FSC, a crop of great teams has
popped up. Coach Ridder, reflecting on last year, was aware of the
threat. “The scary thing is, if we are
as good as we were last year, we
will not win this conference. Our

“

”

have a really good basketball team
but might finish somewhere in the
middle of the pack,” Ridder said.
“It will be an absolute war, every
night in our conference.” He also
went on to express the need for the
Embry-Riddle student body to come
out and support the team. “ If there
was ever a year where we need the
help of every person on this campus
to make this a tough place to pay,
it’s this year.”
As far as strategy, the Eagles
look to maintain their foundations
of strong defense and good chemistry. The team was number one in
the nation in opponent field goal
percentage and will be able to play
many configurations of players.
The three-point game will seem to
be a main fixture of team. Exter,
Cobb, Wright, Ridder, Whitaker,
and Hirsakaya all have the ability to shoot the three. Rebounding
is another area where the Eagles
will be focusing. “Rebounding
by committee” may be the
approach as Coach Ridder put it,

with the loss of Pyle.
The Eagles look to keep the same
goals as last year. Coach Ridder
pointed out the motto on this year’s
t-shirts was “Same goals. New
roles.” Keeping the home winning
streak alive, and most importantly
getting to the national tournament
are top of the list. “At the end of the
day you, want to have the chance to
play in the post season, in Branson
Missouri and it doesn’t matter how
you get there,” Ridder said. “ We
want to be competing for a national
championship in March and I’m
not going to be surprised if there
are one, two or three teams from
Florida there.”
Friday at 7 p.m. will be the Eagles’
first game, and they will play again
next Tuesday against Johnson &
Wales. The season looks to be
exciting for both the school and the
team. Ridder expressed his thoughts
on the team as a whole. “We’ve got
really good talent, we’ve got outstanding people, there hungry and
they want to play together.”

Hockey remains at .500

GREG FRECHETTE/AVION

THE EAGLES SPLIT WINS on the ice with the Florida Institute of Technology. The home team won in both
cases: the Eagles thrashed the Panthers 6-2 at the Arctic Zone before FIT took the Melbourne game 4-3.
Brian Case

Editor-in-Chief

JONATHAN METTIN/AVION

HEAD COACH STEVE RIDDER (center) lays out a game plan in Friday’s scrimmage against Brevard.
The Eagles prevailed 91-61. Ridder expects the Florida Sun Conference to be much better this year, especially with Edward Waters and Florida Memorial bring in new recruits and a new coach at Northwood.

The Eagles scored an easy victory
Friday against the Florida Institute
of Technology Panthers 6-2.
As soon as the puck dropped, upand-coming forward Bryan Dietz
scored, putting the Eagles in the
lead where they would remain for
the rest of the game. Dietz scored
the next goal in the second period
short-handed, and it looked like he
was on-track for a hat trick.
But other Eagles wanted a piece

of the action, including Jim Wilson,
who scored twice in the third period,
each an even strength goal. It was a
strong comeback for Wilson, who
was sent to the penalty box for five
minutes in the second period after
a major hit. Wilson tallied nine
minutes of penalties for the Eagles,
who logged a total of 41 minutes in
the box.
The Eagles’ remaining two goals
were each scored on third period
power plays. Ryan Lennon kicked
off the first period with a goal while
one man up, and Alex Almonte did
the same five minutes later.

The Panthers’ only two goals were
scored when the Eagles were down
two, leaving only three men on the
ice to kill the penalty. The first goal
was during 4-3 play, and the second
during a 5-3 power play.
Saturday, the Eagles traveled to
Melbourne to face FIT at home. The
Eagles lost 4-3 after a last minute
goal by the Panthers. The Eagles are
now 4-4 for the season.
The Eagles’ homecoming matchup against Rollins College is Friday
at 10:10 p.m. The Eagles take the
following week off and then hit the
road for a Tulane rematch.

SPORTS
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Eagles upset by Northwood, recover against FMU
ERAU also
beats St.
Francis (Ill.)
Jonathan Mettin

Managing Editor
Eagle volleyball took two of its
three matches last week, beating St.
Francis (Ill.) and Florida Memorial
but being shocked by a five-game
loss to conference rival Northwood,
who were 4-5 in the conference (817 overall) going into the match.
Middle blocker April Ebanks
and outside hitter Savannah Trakes
led the offense with 37 and 35
kills, respectively, over the three
matches. Trakes also logged 35
digs; Ebanks, 20 blocks. Outside

hitter Jenni Nelsen had 30 kills,
12 service aces and 32 digs, while
libero Rachel Ridder laid out for 53
digs to pace the defense in all three
matches. Marissa Gonzalez saw
most of the setter action last week,
putting up 110 assists.
The action started on Tuesday
when the St. Francis Saints came to
the ICI Center, looking to pick up
their second win there in as many
seasons - in 2005 the Saints came
back from a two-game deficit to
beat the Eagles in a tiebreaking
game five. However, the Saints also
were coming off of an eight-game
losing streak that saw them play a
string of winning teams. Behind
a strong blocking game (the team
went up for 17 total blocks) and
double-digit kills from Trakes (14),
Ebanks (13) and Nelsen (12), the
Eagles extended that streak to nine
in a hard-fought 3-1 (30-20, 27-30,
31-30, 30-20) victory.

JONATHAN METTIN/AVION

OUTSIDE HITTER JENNI NELSEN logged two more double-doubles
last week, with a 12-kill, 10-dig outing in the victory against St. Francis
and an 11-kill, 18-dig performance in the loss to Northwood.

Ebanks and fellow middle
blocker Jenn Meglic both posted
.300 hitting percentages and combined for three block solos and
14 block assists. In addition to 37
assists, Gonzales went up for five
block assists and recorded 12 digs.
Defensive specialist Amanda Meller
came in to serve for Rebecca Heller
several times and led all players with five service aces. Nelsen
recorded another double-double
with 10 digs in addition to her 12
kills, while Ridder led all players
with 17 digs.
On the Saints’ side, only Nikki
Antle hit double digits in the kill
category with 12, and the team as
a whole hit a meager .045, actually
hitting for negative percentages in
games one (-.139) and four (-.034).
The Eagles then took to the road
on Friday for conference action
against the Northwood Seahawks,
whom they had beaten 3-0 (3-19, 3019, 30-24) in Palm Beach Atlantic’s
Bash at the Beach tournament on
Sept. 22, and were stunned with a
2-3 (30-19, 30-32, 28-30, 31-29, 615) loss. The extremely defensive
match saw the teams combine for
181 digs and two games go into
extra points. ERAU took the first
game handily, but from then until
game five it was a ruthless digging
contest until game five, when the
Seahawks took an insurmountable
13-4 lead. The Eagles actually had
more kills than the Seahawks (61
vs. 55), more blocks (12 vs. 5) and
a better hitting percentage (.161 vs.
.062, outhitting them in four out of
five games), but couldn’t convert
those stats into a win.
Ebanks led the offense with 15
kills, opposite Mia Jaramillo and
Trakes with a dozen each and Nelsen
adding 11. Meglic led the blocking
game with two block solos and four
block assists, with Ebanks pitching
in six block assists. Ridder posted
23 digs, while Nelsen and Trakes
posted 18 and 14 digs, respectively,
to complete their double-doubles.
Ebanks and Jaramillo led all offen-

MACIEK MAJEWSKI/AVION

APRIL EBANKS AND SAVANNAH Trakes led the Eagle offense, combining for 72 kills in three matches.
Trakes is second on the team with 248 kills this season; Ebanks is third with 240.
sive players with .448 and .391
percentages. On the Northwood
side, Karlene Diaz punched 20 kills
through the Eagle defense, while
five Seahawks posted a dozen
or more digs - including Ashley
McDannold and Danielle Senople,
who each had 24 to their name.
The following afternoon the
Eagles traveled to Miami Gardens
to take on the Lions of Florida
Memorial. The Lions had just
crawled out of last place in the FSC
with a win over Edward Waters,
and despite improving dramatically
from the team that Embry-Riddle
trashed 30-6, 30-19, 30-10 on Sept.
15, they were still unable to get a
game from the blue and gold, falling 0-3 (15-30, 24-30, 28-30).

Meglic led the offence with 11
kills and a .435 percentage, backed
up by Ebanks (9 kills), Trakes (9
kills), Jaramillo (7 kills) and Nelsen
(7 kills). Jaramillo and Ebanks also
posted impressive hitting percentages of .357 and .294. Trakes also
logged 12 digs, one behind team
leader Ridder. Nelsen led all players with seven service aces. Alicia
Morris led the Lion offense with
10 kills, while Sherri Tarver led the
defense with 16 digs.
The Eagles improve to 15-13
overall and 9-2 in the conference
to retain their hold on second place
within the Florida Sun Conference.
With the Embry-Riddle loss against
Northwood and a win against
Webber International, Savannah

College of Art and Design (19-6
overall, 13-0 FSC) clinched their
third-straight FSC title the same
week they dropped out of the NAIA
top 25 - the first time since the preseason rankings that a new team
has cracked the top 25. Northwood
(10-17 overall, 6-5 FSC), with
wins against St. Thomas, EmbryRiddle and Edward Waters, has
moved into sole possession of
fourth place, while third-place
Webber International (12-6 overall,
5-3 FSC) has held steady in third
place.
Embry-Riddle plays conference action tonight at Webber
International before a week-long
break, after which they host Flagler
in the ICI Center on Nov. 1.

Cross country takes Men’s soccer loses two on the road
two top ten spots
Allison Smalling

ERAU Sports Info. Dept.

MELANIE PUGH/AVION

MARY GATHUA AND ALEX Salinas were the Eagles’ top two finishers on the women’s side, placing 32nd (20:04) and 18th (19:33) overall. Erick Ngeny was the men’s best showing (21st, 26:43).

Men take
fourth, women
ninth
Allison Smalling

ERAU Sports Info. Dept.
BEREA, Ky. — The EmbryRiddle men’s and women’s cross
country teams posted top ten team
finishes at the Southeastern Classic
Cross Country Classic hosted by
Berea College on Saturday. The
Eagles overcame a difficult, wet,
muddy course to take fourth place
out of 25 teams on the men’s side
and ninth place out of 24 teams
in the women’s race. The EmbryRiddle women tallied 277 points and
finished behind four teams ranked in
the NAIA’s Top 25, including sixthranked Cedarville (1st, 39 points),
fifth-ranked Malone (2nd, 71 points)
and 11th ranked Milligan (3rd, 82
points). Berry College’s Nicole
Degner led the 198-harrier field,
clocking in at 18:13 to take home
the individual title. For the sixth
straight week, Alex Salinas was
the Eagles’ top finisher, posting her
third fastest time of the year of 19:33
for 18th place overall. Mary Gathua
was 32nd in 20:04, while Francesca
Martino (21:43) and Jen Haydt (21:
44) finished 83rd and 84th, respec-

tively. The Eagle women, who were
without their No. 3 and No. 4 runners Lori Costello and Laurel Cook,
had three runners compete in their
first race of the season. Arabella
Mueller place 95th in 22:02 followed by Kimber Wille (134th, 23:
22) and Amanda Mitnitsky (153rd,
24:06). The men’s team title went
to second-ranked Virginia Intermont
(29 points), while No. 5 Malone (63
points) and No. 12 Cedarville (78
points) rounded out the top three,
and ERAU amassed 174 points
for fourth place. Erick Ngeny took
over the Eagles’ top spot this week,
coming in 21st in 26:43 out of 217
runners. Nick Gehlsen (31st, 27:03)
was the Eagles’ No. 2 runner, while
Jarrett Woodbury (40th, 27:17),
Stuart Patterson (27:49) and Evan
Clay (68th, 28:07) rounded out the
top five. Virginia Intermont’s David
Cheronmei captured the men’s individual crown in 24:53. “In general
I was very pleased with the effort,”
head coach Mike Rosolino stated.
“It was a very tough and very challenging course, and when you take
that into account, I thought we had
great individual performances all
round. Missing Lori and Laurel hurt
us in the women’s team score, but
the others stepped up. It was a great
tune-up for regionals in two weeks
for both teams.” The Eagles take
a two-week break from competition to prepare for the Florida Sun
Conference/Region XIV meet, Nov.
4 in Babson Park.

BOCA RATON, Fla. — Dwight
Barnett tallied three points to lead
second-ranked NCAA Division II
Lynn to a 2-0 win over No. 5 EmbryRiddle in men’s soccer action on
Wednesday. Barnett assisted on
the Fighting Knights’ first goal and
scored the second as Lynn improved
to 13-1 on the year, while the Eagles
fell to 9-4.
Embry-Riddle enjoyed much of
the possession in the first half and
put up five shots on frame to Lynn’s
one. Despite the offensive advantage, the Eagles found themselves
down a goal at the half.
Lynn scored against the run of
play in the 40th minute. Dwight
Barrett received the ball on the left
side after an Eagle defensive misplay and swung a cross to the other
side of the field where Carl Wallace
ran onto the ball and rocketed a shot
past Viktor Bergstrand to give the
Fighting Knights a one-goal lead.
The Fighting Knights tacked on
their second goal of the day with
four minutes remaining on a counterattack. Leon Jackson’s clearance
fell to Barnett running down the
middle, and Barnett tapped home
his 10th goal of the year to seal the
win.
SAVANNAH, Ga. — For the second time this season, the Savannah
College of Art and Design men’s

soccer team came from behind to
take a 2-1 win against No. 5 EmbryRiddle in Florida Sun Conference
action on Saturday. The loss drops
the Eagles to 9-5 and 4-3 in the FSC,
while the Bees improve to 9-5-1
overall and 5-2-1 in league play.
Neither team was able to find
the back of the net in the first half.
SCAD had a 6-4 edge in shots and
both teams had two attempts on
frame. But ERAU keeper Viktor
Bergrstand and his SCAD counterpart, Tommi Saarkinen, collected
two saves each, resulting in a scoreless deadlock at the half.
The Eagles broke the deadlock
in the 54th minute off a corner kick
after Craig Oldis’ shot was blocked
and sent over the touch line. Phil
Middleton played the ball in from
the left side and after a scramble
in the box, during which time
Sarkkinen fell after colliding with
his defender, the ball bounced off
SCAD defender No. 15 and into the
net for a 1-0 Eagle lead.
SCAD’s Zach Behrmann equalized nine minutes later, finishing a
Matt Engele cross with a shot from
30 yards out into the upper right corner for a 1-1 tie.
SCAD took the lead with 8:29 left
on the clock after Dan Fadida took a
pass from Christian James, spun and
sent a shot into the upper left corner
for the game-winner.
The Embry-Riddle men return to
action at 3 p.m. on Tuesday when
they travel to Lake Wales to take on
Warner Southern at 7 p.m. in another
Florida Sun Conference match-up.

Iron Eagles level UCF

MELANIE PUGH/AVION

MEN’S SOCCER, RANKED FIFTH in the nation going into the week,
dropped a pair of games. NCAA Division II Lynn shut out the Eagles 20, while SCAD took another win from the Eagles with a 2-1 comeback.

AROUND THE FSC
WOMEN’S SOCCER
�
Northwood’s Lene Bjerkeli scored her third hat trick of
the season in Saturday’s 6-2 win over Daemen College. The
Seahawks remain undefeated with a 12-0 record (4-0 FSC).
� SCAD seniors Kelly Quinn and Lucero Ruiz scored three goals
between them in SCAD’s Senior Day matchup against Webber
International. The Bee topped the Warriors 3-1 to improve to 10-4
overall and 4-1 in the FSC. Webber fell to 2-11-1 (0-4 FSC).
MEN’S SOCCER
�
Seahawk forward Joonas Siikala tallied two goals and an
assist in Northwood’s 4-1 victory over the Flagler Saints. The win
bumps the Seahawks up to 6-6-1 (2-4-1 FSC)
� No. 18 Webber International (11-2 overall, 6-2 FSC) claimed
sole possession of the FSC leaderboard Saturday, demolishing
the St. Thomas Bobcats 5-0, with Bjorn Asbjornsson tallying two
goals in as many minutes. The Bobcats fall to 4-7 overall and
2-5 in the conference to share last place with Warner Southern.
The two teams played earlier in the week: on Wednesday the
Seahawks steamrolled over the Bobcats 6-0, with each goal
being scored by a different player.
VOLLEYBALL

GREG FRECHETTE/AVION

AFTER TRAILING 19-0, THE Iron Eagles rugby team
scored 29 unanswered points to take home the victory. The
Coconuts later pounded the Hogs 88-7.

� SCAD (19-6 overall, 13-0 FSC) extended their winning streak
to six games and clinched the FSC title with a win over Webber
International and the Embry-Riddle loss to Northwood. Despite
the wins, SCAD dropped out of the NAIA top 25, marking the
first time this season that one of the team in the preseason top
25 has not been in a top 25 ranking. SCAD was the only Region
XIV team in the rankings.
� Florida Memorial (1-18 overall, 1-9 FSC) crawled out of last
place with a win against Edward Waters (6-12 overall, 0-10 FSC).
EWC is second in the NAIA in service aces per game with 7.86.
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ΛΧΑ:Weekly Edition ΣΑΕ: Humane Society
Daniel Clark

Christopher Gomes

Lambda Chi Alpha

Sigma Alpha Epsilon

Welcome to week four of the
Lambda Chi Alpha monologues. This
week is a special week for Lambda
Chi community service. Lambda Chi
Alpha’s North American Food Drive,
the world’s largest fraternity philanthropy, was on Sunday. Last year the
goal was three million pounds of food
and the chapters and colonies raised
3,033,759 pounds! Our chapter alone
raised over 5,000 pounds last year and
hopes to raise 8,500 pounds this year.
Our chapter (Sigma Phi Zeta) in conjunction with The Council on Aging
is sponsoring the 2006 food drive.
There are 208 chapters and colonies
of the Fraternity in the United States
and Canada that will be collecting
non-perishable food. Internationally,
Lambda Chi Alpha hopes to raise
THREE AND A HALF MILLION
pounds of food. We began collecting
food on Sunday, Oct. 22. Thanks to
the help of Daytona Beach residents,
we will be giving the food and dona-

For 10 years, Sigma Alpha Epsilon
fraternity has had an ongoing relationship and commitment to the Halifax
Humane Society (HHS) of Volusia
County. The event that is most popular is the nine year-running HHS’s
NASCAR action that netted $50,000
last year. Sigma Alpha Epsilon has
been the primary volunteer at this
event, which has earned the fraternity the community service award
for several years. With this money
the shelter provides refuge for over
17,000 homeless and abused animals
per year. One of HHS major commitments is to population control of
animals through a spay and neutering
program. Currently, the society gets
about 1,000 cats a month during the
“cat season” (May through August).
This program offers discount rates
for cats at $20 to $35 to low income
households in an attempt to lower the
large influx of stray cats each year.
The work of HHS is made possible

PHOTO COURTESY STEVEN HESS/LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA BROTHERS pose for a picture. Last week the
brothers put efforts into collecting food for the North American Food
Drive. The chapter raised over 5,000 pounds of food.
tions collected to the Council on
Aging. It, in turn, will supply its various member agencies with food where
it will benefit the most people. This is
a great way to contribute to something
very important. Last year, most of

the food that was raised went to support families that were devastated by
hurricane Katrina. Looking to help?
Contact any of the brothers; recruitment is still all semester long. Until
next week, GO GREEN….

PHOTO COURTESY HALIFAX HUMANE SOCIETY

through funding from businesses
and individuals in the community;
no tax money is used. To help the
HHS, Sigma Alpha Epsilon will be
delivering paper bags to departments
around campus in hopes of getting
donations of pet food, so that the
shelter can continue to operate and
grow. SAE will be collecting those
donates the next two Tuesdays, Oct.
24 and 31.
HHS, which has been around
since 1937, continues to grow with

the support of community donations
and volunteers. For upcoming events
or more information on the Halifax
Human Society and more way
you can help visit their website at
www.halifaxhumanesociety.org.
Please participate in this great organization and in the meantime enjoy this
quote for all those who have skipped
school, “Bob Barker reminding you
to help control the pet population.
Have your pet spayed or neutered.
Good-bye, everybody!”

Pi Kappa Alpha update Aviation Women Facts
Terrence Drew

Pi Kappa Alpha
This past Tuesday at EmbryRiddle, there were two victories
in the ICI center. Pi Kappa Alpha
would foremost like to congratulate the women’s volleyball team
for defeating St. Francis in a wellplayed, heart pounding match. Well
done, ladies! The brothers of Pi
Kappa Alpha also defended their
title as undefeated winners of the
Greek Spirit Award for the third
consecutive semester. Brother Fitz
Madu clinched the burrito eating
contest by consuming a one pound
burrito in less than one minute, while

Bryan White showed ERAU his volleyball serving skills. Chris “The
Brain” Bean also finished a crossword puzzle in record
time. All of these factors,
combined with the most
attendance at the game,
added up to a Pike victory.
In intramural sports, Pike
Gold’s football and volleyball remain undefeated
and are looking forward
to the upcoming playoffs.
Pike basketball has also
been doing very well,
showing great potential
with a record of 5-1. On a separate
note, Halloween is approaching.
You might have heard rumors, but

here are the facts. Next Thursday
(before University Day), Pi Kappa
Alpha, in conjunction with Phi
Delta Theta, Lambda Chi
Alpha and Sigma Pi will
be hosting “The Party
from the Black Lagoon”
at Daytona Lagoon in
downtown Daytona. The
event should prove to be
the one of the biggest
events this year, if not in
Riddle history. There’ll
be Go-Karts, music,
drinks, dancing, and
Laser-Tag all night long.
Celebrate Halloween right. Come
out to the biggest event of the year;
you won’t want to miss it.

Muslim Stu. Assoc. Events
Jafar Mohammed

Muslim Student Association
The Muslim Students Association
will host two Islamic Awareness
Events this in order to advance the
truth about the religion of Islam. In
the past, these events have been met
with a positive response, therefore it
is only fitting that we continue the
tradition.
The first event, “The Positive in
Islam,” displays the truth behind
the religion of Islam and dispels the
negative misconceptions brought
about by the media. The speaker
will be Imam Radwan Kouatli, better

known as Abu Nour, who gave the
largely successful speech on “Jesus
in Islam” last semester. He was a
former Imam of the Islamic Center
of Daytona Beach and was integral
in developing our MSA. The event
will be held in the IC Auditorium.
The second event, “Muslims:
Worshippers of God,” stresses on
the fact that Muslims are peaceful
people who believe in one God,
the same God as in the Jewish and
Christian faiths. The speaker for
this event will be Imam Ron Smith.
Recently featured in the Daytona
Beach News-Journal, Imam Smith
became the religious leader of the
Islamic Center of Daytona Beach

this past summer. Born to Christian
parents in New Jersey, Imam Smith
became Muslim and won a scholarship to attend the Islamic University
of Medina in Saudi Arabia. After six
years, he graduated with a degree
in Islamic Studies and became the
youngest Imam to lead the Islamic
Center at age 29. This event will be
held in the congregational room in
the Interfaith Chapel.
Remember, through dialogue and
knowledge can the truth be spread.
Only then can we learn to live together peacefully. If you would like more
information about our events or the
blasphemous article, visit our website
at www.msaerau.org.

Delta Chi and Sigma Chi Party
Andrew Reichel
Delta Chi

The Delta Chi and Sigma Chi
Fraternities are hosting a Halloween
Party on Friday, Oct. 27. We are
excited about this party. Two of
the oldest fraternities have come

together to sponsor this event.
Along with the party the chapter is
planning some great events as well.
We are going to Universal Studios’
16th annual Halloween Horror
night, along with some great events
planned with the various sororities
on campus.
Next week we are also welcoming

some of our alumni back to Daytona
Beach to celebrate homecoming.
Also, don’t forget to vote for homecoming king and queen. We have
two brothers nominated this year,
Darrin Butkus and Daniel Gizzi, so
please vote on the 25th. For further
information please visit our website
at www.eraudeltachi.com.

Richey, who became the first woman
pilot for a U.S. commercial airline in
1934, woman have assumed a variety of roles in the industry. At the
close of the 20th century, Astronaut
Eileen Collins became the first
female Space Shuttle Commander.
During the last two decades,

Kevin Snyder

Orientation Services Coord.
Women have been involved in
aviation since its earliest days.
From E. Lillian Todd, who designed
and built aircraft in 1906 to Helen

Women in Aviation: The Facts
Pilots (Women)

�

Student

2005
9,717

11.14%

2004
9,857

�

Recreational

20

7.19%

21

�

Sport

7

5.22%

N/A

�

Private

14,517

6.35%

15,036

6.37%

15,487

5.76

�

Commercial

7,315

6.06%

7,421

6.05%

7,436

4.30%

�

Airline Transport

5,008

3.53%

4,908

3.45%

4,850

2.73%

�

Flight Instructor

6,067

6.70%

5,970

6.66%

5,811

6.10%

�

Total

11.21%
7.22%

CEO of aero-news.net
On Sept. 30 a runway incursion
at Los Angeles (LAX) caused a
near collision between two jets.
Skywest flight 6430 to San Antonio
was cleared for takeoff when a
Gulfstream executive jet crossed
the runway. The Skywest Canadair
RJ700 aborted the takeoff at a
speed of about 100 kts and came
to a stop less than 100 feet from
the Gulfstream.
The near-accident occurred
around 6:00 p.m., when the UKregistered Gulfstream taxied from a
hangar on the south side of the field
and was given instructions to cross
the outer runway but hold short of
the inner runway, the Los Angeles
Times reported.
The pilot read back the instructions, but missed his assigned taxiway and had to make a U-turn to get
back to it. After repeating his initial
instructions, the Gulfstream pilot
took the correct taxiway, but did

not stop short of the inner runway
as instructed. As the Gulfstream
crossed the active runway, the
departing Skywest aircraft, carrying 39 passengers and crew, had
to hit the breaks hard to avoid
the collision.
The Gulfstream pilot told officials
he was certain the controller had
cleared him to cross both runways,
even though he twice read back the
“hold short” instructions correctly,
Ian Gregor, an FAA spokesman, told
the Times.
FAA officials said the SkyWest
pilot, the tower controller and the
ground radar that alerts controllers
to impending collisions all noticed
-- at the same time -- the Gulfstream
crossing the runway.
“We had three layers of redundancy,” continued Gregor. “This is
just a clear and clean pilot mistake.”
According to tapes released to
the LA Times, the shaken controller called out, “SkyWest 6430, I
apologize. We never talked to the
Gulfstream. He crossed without a
clearance. I apologize. If you could

make a right turn, please, and exit
the runway.”
The SkyWest pilot is heard
responding, “Exiting right,” exhaling heavily. The controller was so
traumatized by the near-collision
that she left her post seconds later.
Pilots familiar with LAX acknowledge it is one of most complex fields
in the nation, with two sets of parallel runways flanking to the north and
south the tower and terminals. Pilots
landing or taking off from an outer
runway must follow a complicated
taxi route across the inner runway.
“You’re having controllers working too long and too hard on position,” said Mike Foote, a controller
in the LAX tower and a spokesman for the National Air Traffic
Controllers Association. “This was
all pilot error -- you can’t say it
wasn’t -- but the fact is this didn’t
use to happen. People would catch
it. We still do … but more frequently
it’s not being caught.”
The FAA disagrees, saying
staffing issues played no role in
Saturday’s incident. The tower con-

2003
9,897

11.67%

24

7.75%

N/A

36,584 6.00%
37,243 6.05%
37,694
Source: FAA/s Aeronautical Center (Dec. 31, 2005 data)

Non-Pilot (Women)

5.59%

�

Non Pilot (Total)

2005
119,850

18.61%

2004
18,666

3.62%

2003
18,030

3.54%

�

Mechanic

6,152

1.92%

5,932

1.87%

5,734

1.83%

�

Repairmen

2,108

5.27%

2,039

5.20%

1,800

4.83%

�

Parachute Rigger

556

6.82%

540

6.74%

521

6.61%

�

Ground Instructor

5,612

7.55%

5,500

7.46%

5,385

7.41%

�

Dispatcher

2,805

15.52%

2,647

15.13%

2,520

14.86%

�

Flight Navigator

1

0.34%

1

0.30%

0

0.00%

�

Flight Attendant

100,630

80.48%

N/A

�

Flight Engneer

1,986

3.44%

2,007

N/A
3.38%

2,070

3.36%

Source: FAA/s Aeronautical Center (Dec. 31, 2005 data)

Planes Nearly Collide on Runway

Jim Cambelle

the number of women involved in
the aviation industry has steadily
increased and women can be found
in nearly every aviation occupation
today. However, the numbers are
small by comparison. Women pilots,
for example, represent only six percent of the total pilot population.

troller who instructed the SkyWest
jet to take off had been on duty
only 65 minutes when the close call
occurred, reports the Times.
“Controller workload and con-

troller staffing had nothing to
do with this,” Gregor said. “It’s
disingenuous to suggest otherwise. The system worked exactly
as it should.”

For
more
information:
www.faa.gov,
www.lawa.org/lax,
aero-news.net.
Originally printed: Oct. 7, 2006, at
www.aero-news.net.

Tips to Reduce the Runway Incursions
�

Write the clearance down

�

Review the airport diagram and make sure the taxi information is correct

�

ALWAYS ask for the clearance again if you are unsure of what was given to you

�

Get in the habit of reviewing the airport diagram before the flight takes place

�

Do not allow anyone to rush you in your taxi decisions

�

Remember, it is the PIC who will be at fault in the event of a runway incursion, so make sure
to follow the instructions!

�

Set the active runway on the heading bug and verify alignment before takeoff

�

Use extra caution when parallel runways are in use and include the runway location in radio
communications (i.e. Runway 16 vs. 7L and 7R)
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Reps tackle financial aid
Ryan Hattan
Student Representative

Itʼs no secret that this school is
notorious for having a financial
burden as intense as itʼs curriculum.
But all good things must come at a
price.
My name is Ryan Hattan, and
I will be chairing the Student
Representative Boardʼs (SRB)
Financial Aid ad hoc committee. The SRB has established that
Financial Aid and student debt will
be the focus item of this semester.
That is why this committee has been
tasked with evaluating the admissions, financial aid, and accounting
process at Embry-Riddle, and then
with providing the university administration with a think-tank style organization to try to solve some of the
large problems associated with the
cost of attending Embry-Riddle.
First off, I want to set the tone and
make sure that your initial impression of this committee is accurately aligned with what we hope to
accomplish. This will be a forward
thinking and progressive committee. We will be offering ideas to
Embry-Riddleʼs financial system and
following through with direct effort
and oversight to ensure that effective
change is implemented. I believe
that successful student representation is not only offering ideas to the
university and stopping there, but
believing in your efforts, lobbying
the university, and making sure that
something is done. Effective student
representation is not simply stopping
at the door of the administration and
patting yourself on the back when
they reject your proposals.
That being said, Iʼm sure that many
of you are familiar with the services
that SGA provides from coffee in the
office to Safe Ride on the weekend,
but oftentimes you are unaware of
some of the long term macro projects
that we are involved in as Student
Representatives, Financial Aid is

one such subject. We understand
that the financial burdens caused by
this university are extensive, and we
also know that the students could use
some help.
Our first priority is to define the
problems that you, the students,
are having financially throughout
this university and your years here.
After all, you are the ones who pay;
therefore, you should have a direct
say in where that money goes as
well as how it gets there. We want to
establish what your expectations for
financially attending Embry-Riddle
are, and what you hope them to be
in the future. We hope to eliminate
the disconnect between freshman
students not knowing how they will
pay for this school, and seniors wondering how long it will take them to
pay it off.
Our first action in accomplishing
this evaluation will be a joint-effort
with the universityʼs newly created
task force on financial aid and student debt, of which the SGA president, Nathan Clapper, is a contributing member. We are also working
closely with the Dean of Students,
Sonja Taylor, and her office to
provide a direct link between the
students and the administration to
collaborate and think outside of the
box to solve problems. Already, this
relationship has identified numerous
concerns and avenues of approach to
solve those concerns.
There will be a focus group established of approximately 50 students
from a cross-section of riddle students all from different colleges,
degree programs, and financial backgrounds. The universityʼs institute
research center will be responsible
for the survey, this will ensure that
from freshman to senior our studentʼs
concerns will be identified. This
focus group will provide information
to University on what exactly the
studentsʼ issues on financial aid and
debt are and how they can be solved
in the future. As a committee we
will also be surveying the students

ourselves to further gather concerns
that you may have. After our learning curve has been completed, we
will then work in conjunction with
the executive board and prioritize
a game plan to tackle these issues
and provide effective solutions to
the university so that we may implement change to enhance the balance
between attending this University
and affording it, a large problem that
most all of us have.
There are a few large concerns of
which we are already aware and will
be working on that I want you to
know about. Freshman and sophomore retention at Embry-Riddle is
not where we would like it to be
and there is an apparent connection
between financing Riddle and being
able to stay here for your entire time.
Our first hope is to better inform
the freshman on exactly what their
entire cost of attendance at Riddle
is. By entire I mean costs including students with flight expenses
and engineering students who do not
always graduate within four years,
thus expanding their debt. If we
can simply streamline or the process
i.e. summer session incentives or
lowering of credit requirements for
degree programs, then this may be
an example of looking outside of the
box aside from simply lowering the
cost of attendance. Also, we will be
looking into the process of awarding financial aid from the school
and through admissions to see if it
is possible to free up some of this
money for the rest of your career at
Riddle, so that this money is not just
an attraction to you as a freshman.
As of now, these are just ideas, but
we hope to bring ideas like this into
fruition.
As referred to in the beginning,
it all starts with an idea, but does
not end there, and we are here to
make sure that this does not happen. Please feel free to contact me
with any and all concerns you might
have you can always email myself at
hatta5b6@erau.edu.

Progress Comm. update
Nathan Mulder
Student Representative
This semester, your Student
Representative Board (SRB) has
been working hard to improve your
experience here at Embry-Riddle.
The members of the SRB have
already been divided into committees that will focus on individual
projects on campus. Already you
can start to see changes around
campus. The Progress Committee
exists to take in studentsʼ thoughts
and ideas and then see what we can
do to improve their current situation. There are eight members on
the Progress Committee including

Megan Grow, Pablo Alvarez, Ryan
Hattan, Kristina Honore, Azhar
Khan, Nathan Mulder, Jonathan
Castillo-Reminick, and Carlos
Willams. One of the big issues that
we have been working hard on is the
food situation on campus. We have
met with Stephen Andrade, General
Manager of Dining Services, with
whom we discussed issues that
students have asked us to bring to
him and some things that we would
like to see done. He was very open
to all of our ideas and took them
into consideration. We recently got
a message that many of our ideas
have started to be implemented.
Things like seasoning for french
fries, non-fat mayo and dress-

ing, fried mozzarella sticks, more
choices of pie, boneless chicken
wings, plus much more is being
added at certain dining services
locations on campus. A complete
list of added items will be located
in the SGA Office, so feel free to
stop by and see everything that has
been added. Your SRB Progress
Committee will continue to work
hard to bring your issues to the
right people and hopefully improve
your Embry-Riddle experience. If
you have any ideas or concerns
please bring them to your Student
Representatives in the SGA Office,
or if you would like more information, you can contact myself at
Nathan.Mulder@erau.edu.

Embry Riddle hosts ASGA
Nathan Clapper
SGA President

On Nov. 4, 2006, the Student
Government Association will be
hosting the Southeast Regional
Conference of the American
Student Government Association
(ASGA).
The
Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical University Student
Government has had a long-standing relationship with the ASGA. As
a part of this relationship, ERAU
has had the opportunity to host a
regional conference in the past, and
in fact, hosted the ASGA Southeast

Regional Conference two years
ago. Members of the Embry-Riddle
SGA will be participating in the
conference to gain valuable experience that can be applied at our
university. Additionally, members
from other student governments in
the southeast and across the nation
will spend the day on campus in
leadership workshops and seminars
which cover a wide range of topics. This will provide your SGA
the opportunity to interact on a
personal level with other student
governments from around the country, and to gain valuable insight into
the services and opportunities that

other student governments provide
to their students. Along with the
seminar-type of leadership training, the ASGA provides many other
resources to student governments.
These resources include networking and idea sharing with other
student governments and student
government professionals, as well
as valuable training materials. The
SGA is excited to have the opportunity to host this event and look
forward to the benefits that it will
provide to the students of EmbryRiddle. If you would like to get any
additional information stop by the
SGA office throughout the day.

Profile of Kristina Honoré
Kristina Honore
Student Representative

My name is Kristina Honoré and
I will be graduating this May. I am
an Air Traffic Management major
with minors in Human Factors
and Meteorology. This is my second year sitting on the SRB as
a Representative for the College
of Aviation. I am an RA on campus; work as an ATC student lab
assistant and in Undergraduate
Admissions as the Transfer counselorʼs student assistant. This past

summer I attended Dr. Fleckʼs the University, new administration
study abroad trip in London and with new ideas. Some of my other
Paris. Last spring, I ran
goals for SGA in the next
on an executive ticket, and
year will be to increase
when I wasnʼt elected into
student
awareness
of
a position decided to still
resources available to them
remain active in SGA by
on campus, bring more
attending meetings and trycontinuing student scholing to fill one of the open
arships, and serve on the
positions. I feel that right
Progress committee with
now as students of Embrythe food services group
Riddle we have a unique
and on projects to increase
opportunity to make a difstudent costumer services
Kristina
ference and let our voice be
within the departments.
Honoré
heard. We are a part of the
You can contact me at
SRB
pivotal changing time in
kristina.honore@erau.edu.

Eagle Recordings
Peter Richardson
Eagles FM Station Director
Eagles FM Campus radio strives
to provide the best services it can
to the Embry-Riddle community.
It is in this spirit that Eagles FM
announces its newest service, Eagle
Recordings. Now all students who
pay the semesterly SGA fee will
be granted extremely low recording
studio rates, right here on campus.
Eagles Studio will provide quality
recording sessions at an hourly rate
of $10 per hour for students and $15
per hour for faculty and staff.
These hourly rates include all
setup and break down times as
well as whatever time the actually
recordings take. Each recording session will be orchestrated by a fullytrained Eagle Recordings Engineer,
who will have the skills to turn any
session into a great recording. Most
recording sessions will be preformed
in the Eagles FM Studio which is
nearly sound-proof and can provide
the best acoustics on campus.
Eagle Recordings will also be
able to do mobile recording sessions. If your club or event wants to

be recorded, Eagle Recordings can
work with you to get the best sound
down for your event.
Eagle Recordings will be available to all students, faculty and
staff starting Spring 2007. If you
are interested in setting up a recording session, come to the Eagles FM
Office in the Student Center room
111 and put your contact info down
on the waiting list or email our lead
Audio Engineer at: Eagle.Recording
s@eaglesFM.com
For those who know their audio
equipment, here is a list of the
main Eagle Recording Equipment:
DigiDesign Digi002 Rack: Main
ProTools
Interface,
Presonus
Digimax FS: 8 Channel class A
Preamp, Presonus Eureka: Studio
Grade Channel Strip, Samson
S-Phone: 6 Channel Headphone
Amp/Mixer, Rode NT1-A Large
Diaphragm Condenser Microphone,
2x Shure KSM 27 Large Diaphragm
Condenser Microphones, 2x Shure
KSM 44 Large Dual - Diaphragm
Condenser Microphones, 2x Rode
NT5 Small Diaphragm Microphones
(Matched Stereo Pair), and ProTools
version 7 LE with Factory Bundle
plugins and additional software.

This week in SGA:
�

1,568 cups of coffee.

�

Printed 37 banners

� SFB approved $7,850
more for clubs and
organizations who appealed
their budget allotments.
� SRB Saferide Comm.
approximated Orlando
Shuttle prices to be around
$30 roundtrip.
� Student Court gave out
70 warning placards, saving
students from receiving
pricey tickets.
� TNG spent 40 man
hours building their set for
the Homecoming show.
� The Avion put in over
350 man-hours to bring you
this edition of the paper.
� Eagles FM spent
two hours watching the
tutorial for their new mobile
recording studio.
COURTESY JEN DOLENCE
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Underneath Our Wings - ‘Actual
Experiences Relating to Flight Safety’

Look and
Listen! A near
disaster midair avoided

was no time to be gentle with the
controls. I immediately pulled aft on
the control yoke, turned right with
full power, and tensed up for
impact.
I looked down over my right
shoulder as the airplane passed
VERY CLOSE, underneath of us.
It was within 75 ft. The C-172 stall
warning horn sounded because of
the abrupt full aft control input.
I am a flight instructor here at After making sure the airplane
ERAU that was recently involved was clear of us, I returned to my
in a near mid-air incident. Around altitude. Everything that occurred
0815, I was descending VFR out from the student identifying
of 2,100 ft for
the aircraft, up
1,500 ft on the
to identifying the
Rose 25 arrival
other airplane,
at and airspeed
happened within
There was another
of 115 kts headabout
three
ing 340 degrees.
seconds.
The
airplane,
closer
...
I was talking
rest of the flight
to
Daytona
went
without
than I have ever
Approach
on
incident and we
seen...
125.35.
The
landed shortly
conversation in
after.
-NIC MOSTERT
the cabin was
T h i s
minimal;
both
has been the
myself and the
single greatest
student were scanning for traffic. learning experience of my flyAnother aircraft called approach ing career to date. Just the day
but the radio was unreadable. The before I had my team manager,
pilot called a second time and Nic Mostert, ride with me and
the approach controller did hear tell me not to over teach espethe second transmission because cially when I am in the airspace.
he identified the airplane with I believe that the ultimate reason
the tail number. After identify- we didnʼt hit the other airplane
ing the aircraft, the controller was because there was no unnecimmediately called us and said essary conversation in the cock“Traffic, less than 1 mile, 11 oʼclock, pit. This allowed for us to react
indicates 1,100(ft).” My attention quicker and to have our eyes outthen went ahead and to the left of the side.
cowling to look for the traffic. At the
Most people reading this article
same time I asked for the distance are probably wondering why anyagain and the controller said less one didnʼt see the aircraft coming
than a mile. Because the last altitude sooner. Well the answer is simple.
I heard was 1,100 ft, I looked down The other aircraft had no relative
first and then up. As I was beginning motion. It simply appears out of no
to look up and turn away, my stu- where and appears to sit in front of
dent pointed and there was another you. For this reason I strongly urge
airplane, closer to my airplane than all pilots to look outside as much as
I have ever seen since Iʼve been fly- possible and use a correct scan mething, and he was at our altitude. There od. Do not rely on any traffic system

“
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Submit your opinions to
The Avion!
Send your e-mails to
avion.newsroom@gmail.com

to identify your traffic because the
other aircraft didnʼt even appear on
our traffic information system until
AFTER it had passed us. Use your
eyes! They saved my life! Do not
rely solely on ATC. I was in Class C
airspace when this happened. I caution the use of any unnecessary conversation in the airplane, at all, during the entire flight. For all student
pilots out there, you are very important to the safety of the flight. Do not

rely on the instructor for everything.
My student saved my life by
pointing out the traffic. If he did
not point it out then I doubt
that I would be able to write this
article.
So next time your up, listen up!
Look outside. Keep your head on
a swivel. Do not rely on anything
accept your eyes. Keep your focus,
and work together
~Nic Mostert

In my own voice
The coming
out story from
a member of
the ERAU
community

I was from or my religion. It was
okay to dance with a guy and not
hide it. It was okay to like a guy
and not feel ashamed.
Over the course of the next
year, as I made more friends that
accepted me, it became easier for
me to tell the ones who I thought
wouldnʼt. This may not make
sense, so let me try it another way.
The main fear that keeps us from
coming out is the fear of rejection,
the fear of not being accepted by
Continued from last week:
our friends. However, each time
Finally, by the time I get to we gain a new accepting friend,
graduate school, I am able to make it helps our self confidence and
sense of this lifestyle. At the age of our self esteem. With every new
23, I met someone who has become “yes – I still love you, yes – you
one of my best friends for life. He are okay”, there is one less “what?
worked with me at a job that I had – what the hell is wrong with
and he was able to introduce me you?” It slowly becomes easier to
to a bunch of his friends who like come out as you build a support
to go to the local club. The club system, a safety net of friends who
was very progressive. Different will still love you no matter what.
music. Different people. Different Just because you like someone of
lifestyles. There were gay couples, the same sex doesnʼt make you
lesbian couples,
a bad person.
straight
couYou just happles, bi-sexual
pen to be wired
couples. I had
differently. You
never gone out
really are OK.
I am gay,
to any place
The
closet
and I am
like this before.
door
slowly
Ironically,
the
opened over the
proud of it.
name of the
next year. At
bar was “The
age 24, I was
Closet.” Slowly,
comfortable
- NAME WITHHELD
by going out
with all of my
with my new
friends at work.
friend and his
By the age of
friends, I learned that this lifestyle 25, everyone in my family knew.
that I had been living was real, it If they had an issue with me, I still
was open, it was accepted, at least had plenty of friends. By the age
in this bar on Thursday nights to of 28, I was comfortable telling
the 400 people that were there. I people who kinda knew me but not
no longer felt alone and isolated. I very well. Today, if anyone on the
met so many interesting and excit- street asks me, I have no problem
ing people who liked me for me telling them that I am gay, and
and wouldnʼt judge me and look proud of it.
at me different because of where
~Name Withheld
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Stand Up!

I don’t want to say I told
you so, but ‘I told you so.’
So, last week the Military detainees at Guantanamo Bay
Commissions Act was passed, and any other cases that come
with little recognition by the along in the future over the
American public. If you are issue. The lawyers representing
asking yourself what
the detainees must now
this act was, do not
move on to fighting the
be surprised since
bill itself, which could
you are with most of
pose a problem considAmerica. The probering the composition
lem is the fact no
of the Supreme Court
one knows about this
and comments already
legislation is a bad
said by some of the
thing. I wrote about
judges.
it briefly a few weeks
Keith Olbermann did
ago but I am sure
an excellent “Special
Chris
few actually listened.
Comment” the day
Tezak
Well, this week after
after the bill was signed
it was signed, the
into law, though before
Columnist
White House sent a letthe memo I described
ter to the Washington
above. The piece was
D.C. District Court of Appeals title “The beginning of the end
giving them a cease-and-desist of America.” Hyperbole and
on cases involving habeas cor- feeling about Olbermann aside,
pus arguments. For those of you the piece showed the manʼs
who do not recall, the Military amazing oration abilities. I do
Commissions
not
really
Act suspended
care if you
this great writ,
think he is
arguably
the
a
moron
The
fact
that
no
foundation of
or
think
democracy, and
M S N B C
one knows about
undoubtedly
is a leftist
this legislation is a
the foundation
organization
of liberty. The
or any other
problem.
writ that gives
reasons you
every
person
can
come
- CHRIS TEZAK
the right to a
up with to
fair trial and to
not take a
question why
look at the
he or she has been detained or video, but do yourself a favor
arrested. It only took the and just watch it. You can
administration a day to enforce find it on YouTube or Google
this atrocity of a law, and it video along with all his other
was a sad day in this country.
pieces, so take the nine minutes
The article by the Washington it takes to watch and open your
Post had an excerpt from mind.
the
memo
We are on
sent by the
the edge here
Department of
in this counJustice. “The
try. If you
new Military
do not agree
We could be entering
Commissions
or at least
a dark time where
Act (MCA),
understand
it said, prowhy I believe
the constitution is
vides that ʻno
that, you need
only a reference.
court, justice,
to take a deep
or judgeʼ can
look at what
- CHRIS TEZAK
consider those
is going on
petitions
or
around you.
other actions
If this law is
related to treatment or imprison- not struck down in the courts
ment filed by anyone designated we could be entering a dark
as an enemy combatant, now time
where
constitution
or in the future.” This memo becomes a reference and checks
directly affects the cases in and balances only refers your
the court system regarding the bank account.

“
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Response to Ms. Muñoz: in defense of a fellow writer
As one of the most senior members of The Avionʼs staff, I took
grave offense to Gisela Muñozʼs
letter “Avion gets it wrong on Brazilian midair,” which appeared in
the last issue. Let me clarify that
I am not writing this letter on behalf of the paper – this is my own
personal opinion, so take it as you
will.
My first response to this letter
is that The Avion is still staffed by
people who have a passion for what
they do, despite Ms. Muñozʼs assertion in her second paragraph. The
implication that current staff members are not credible is hogwash.
We hold our integrity as a point of
pride, and I take her assertion as a
personal insult to me and my fellow staff.
I also question many of her
gripes against Mr. Conklinʼs article
“ERAU grad. implicated in midair
collision.” First off, it is unfair to

draw conclusions about Mr. Conklin as a person from what he writes
in the paper (“His writing reflects
a condescending and arrogant attitude ...”). She also accuses Mr.
Conklin of fabricating parts of his
story. Allow me to answer each in
turn.
Ms. Muñoz asserts that bodies were not found until the next
morning, not “later that night” as
Mr. Conklin stated. That is splitting
hairs, in my opinion, because 3 a.m.
could be considered both. However,
a brief search on news.google.com
yields an article by Reuters that
says that bodies were recovered
before night fell on the day of the
crash (“First bodies recovered from
Brazil plane crash,” Oct. 1).
She says that her facts come from
“www.oglobo.com, a reputable
Brazilian news website.” While I
will not question the integrity of
that website, let me answer with

Student Forum

this: no one on our staff can read of the air traffic controllers,” [Jose
Portuguese, so we are forced to rely Carlos] Pereira said. (“Altitude
on English news
mishap at play
sources, such as
in Brazil crash
Reuters and the
–
minister,”
Associated Press
Oct. 4)
We do value integrity
– both highly
Heʼs not a reand credibility,
respected news
ally important
despite what Ms.
o rg a n i z a t i o n s ,
character, you
fortunately.
know: heʼs just
Muñoz claims.
Ms.
Muñoz
the head of the
also
accuses
Brazilian Air- JONATHAN METTIN
Mr.
Conklin
ports Authority.
of making an
Ms.
Muñoz
unfounded claim that “Brazilʼs also attacks Mr. Conklin of misusaviation authority speculated that ing the term “legal action” for “inthe pilots of the Legacy may have vestigation.” While I would contend
wanted to show off the brand new that an investigation carried out by
aircraft.” After a brief internet legal authorities is, in fact, legal
search, I found the following quote action, perhaps this would clarify
from the Reuters news service:
things: “The pilots were being held
“A pilot only turns it off when he pending possible charges. The redoesnʼt want to be identified. The sults of the investigation will deterLegacy could have turned it off to mine whether those charges will be
try some air tricks far from the eyes filed.” There, no ambiguous terms
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in sight. As for a source, how about
every article written about the
crash?
She also criticized Mr. Conklinʼs
vocabulary
as
“inappropriate
and unfounded,” citing examples
such as “Bodies were found
mangled and burnt throughout the
jungle.” Reading several articles
online (all by reputable sources)
have revealed to me in great
detail how body parts are strewn
everywhere, that the investigators
have to burn controlled fires to
keep animals from feeding on the
bodies and that the only method
to identify many of the bodies is
through DNA testing. Considering
what Iʼve read, I think Mr. Conklin
stated the facts as tactfully as he
could.
As for stating that the aircraft
probably exploded, but that it is
not confirmed, that is exactly what
a journalist is supposed to do in

that situation – relay the facts. The
true crime would have been if Mr.
Conklin said that the plane exploded without witnesses to back it up.
Ms. Muñoz claims to base all her
arguments on facts and reputable
news services, but it seems she
neglected to check sources outside of her preferred oglobo.com
and avweb.com. And with all her
nitpicking, she failed to notice the
only real error in the article – the
crashed happened on a Friday, not
a Sunday. If youʼre going to split
hairs throughout the article and accuse me and my fellow writers of
fabrication, the least you could do
is point out the error in the second
word of the article. Donʼt worry, I
brought Mr. Conklinʼs attention to
that and heʼs profusely sorry for the
error; after all, we do value integrity and credibility, despite what
Ms. Muñoz claims.
~Jonathan Mettin

The Avion asks: “What would you like to be remembered for at ERAU?”

—Compiled by Adewumi Adeduyin

Suwat Kayotha
Freshman
Aerospace Engineering

Brian Olshefski
Freshman
Aeronautical Science

Joseph Thatcher
Freshman
Aeronautical Science

Bryce Weedmark
Freshman
Aeronautical Science

Matan Faft
Freshman
Aerospace Engineering

Michael Warzinski
Freshman
Aerospace Engineering

“As another Einstein.”

“Knowing the best place to
be on a Friday night.”

“A hard worker.”

“Most successful Aero
Science alumni.”

“Dupree with brown hair.”

“Helping freshmen, having
a smile on my face and
having fun.”

WORLD
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U.S., China agree on Voters expected to approve
Panama
Canal
expansion
new Korean measures
Chris Kaul

Glenn Kessler

The Washington Post

China and the United States on
Friday appeared to close ranks on
North Korea, as Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice emerged from a
day-long series of meetings in Beijing
to say that a high-level Chinese government delegation had given North
Korea “a strong message” about its
nuclear test. China urged North Korea
to return to six-nation negotiations
and appeared ready to implement key
measures of the U.N. Security Council
resolution punishing the Pyongyang
government, Rice said.
Chinese Foreign Minister Li
Zhaoxing and other Chinese officials
did not provide details of the meeting
on Thursday between a Chinese envoy
and North Korean leader Kim Jong Il.
But Li pointedly told reporters after
meeting with Rice that China will
“continue to implement our relevant
international obligations and exert our
due role in this process.”
Rice, briefing reporters traveling
with her, said China is considering a
range of responses, but said she did
not press the government to take any
particular steps to force North Korea
back to the table to discuss its nuclear
program. “Let’s just watch and see
what China will do,” Rice said, adding
that “nobody wants to be on the wrong
side of this resolution, in other words,
something slipping through.”
The U.N. resolution bars trade with
North Korea in major weapons, materials that could be used in a nuclear
program and luxury goods. China has
an 880-mile land border with North
Korea, and Rice said the border would
be closely monitored.
China has been North Korea’s
largest trading partner, and has frequently criticized the Bush administration for its refusal to hold bilateral
negotiations with North Korea. But
officials in Beijing were shocked by
Pyongyang’s refusal to heed its warnings not to conduct a test.
Rice arrived in China after stops in
Japan and South Korea to coordinate
strategy on implementing the resolution and to reassure Asians that the
United States does not want to escalate the conflict. Among the leaders

she met with were Chinese President
Hu Jintao and Premier Wen Jiabao.
Rice said it was clear that early
reports on U.S. intentions have “conjured up in people’s minds the Cuban
missile crisis,” in which the United
States imposed a quarantine on Cuba,
and she wanted to allay those fears
She also emphasized that she had
not come to Asia “with my own list
of what every country in the world
should do.” But she predicted that
the sanctions may remain in place for
some time. “I do believe that you’re
getting a firm response,” she said.
“If there isn’t some movement, you
may get a firmer response as time
goes on, but I think this is going to
evolve.”
On Thursday, China announced
that State Councilor Tang Jiaxuan had
met with Kim in Pyongyang. When
Rice and Tang posed for photographs
before their meeting Friday, Tang was
overheard telling Rice, “Fortunately,
my visit this time has not been in
vain.” Reporters were then ushered
from the room.
The Tang-Kim meeting spurred a
rash of news reports in South Korea
that Kim had expressed regret for the
Oct. 9 test, that North Korea would
return to the talks and even that
North Korea had declared it would
not conduct a second test. Like the
Chinese officials, Rice did not disclose details of the meeting, except
to say she did not get any indication
that Kim expressed regret for testing
the weapon.
“There wasn’t anything particularly
surprising” about Kim’s message,
Rice said, suggesting the reports that
Kim promised a halt in testing were
also inaccurate.
Rice aides declined to elaborate on
her remarks. In Washington, White
House spokesman Tony Snow said
that “the North Koreans have not
made proffers to return to the sixparty talks” and instead said they
would return only if the United States
ended a crackdown on North Korean
money-laundering operations.
The talks have been suspended for
nearly a year. North Korea has blamed
a U.S. Treasury Department action
against a bank in Macau called Banco
Delta Asia, which the department had
identified as the main conduit for

bringing North Korean-made counterfeit U.S. bills into the international
system. The Treasury Department
had determined that senior officials
at the Macau bank accepted large
deposits of cash and agreed to place
the bogus money into circulation. The
bank is also reputed to hold the private
accounts of Kim and his family.
In September 2005, four days
before North Korea reached an agreement with the United States, China,
Russia, Japan and South Korea on
a “statement of principles” to guide
nuclear negotiations, the Treasury
Department formally designated the
bank as a “primary money-laundering
concern.” Banco Delta Asia quickly
teetered on the edge of collapse, and
banks around the world began to curtail their dealings with North Korea
for fear of being similarly tainted.
After the impact of the Treasury action
became apparent, North Korea refused
to return to the six-party talks.
Rice said a recent decision by at
least four Chinese banks to stop dealing with North Korea was related to
the investigation “I will tell you that
the reaction to Banco Delta Asia has
been quite extraordinary, and it must
mean that it’s having an effect,”
Meanwhile, Defense Secretary
Donald H. Rumsfeld and South
Korean Defense Minister Yoon
Kwang Ung met Friday and approved
a joint communique emphasizing the
“continuation of the extended deterrence offered by the U.S. nuclear
umbrella.” The 2005 communique
had spoken only of “continued provision of a nuclear umbrella.” South
Korean officials had urged their U.S.
counterparts to expand on the “nuclear
umbrella” assurance, although the
Pentagon resisted the change, U.S.
defense officials said. “They wanted
to define it further” said a Pentagon
spokesman, Maj. David Smith, such
as “if the North does this, we’ll do
that.” But he said U.S. policy is not to
provide such details.
At a Pentagon news conference,
Rumsfeld repeatedly said that this
year’s joint communique would be
virtually the same as last year’s, until
Yoon contradicted him. “I hope that
when the joint statement comes out
eventually, it’ll have different language from years past,” Yoon said.

Los Angeles Times
Voters probably will approve a
$5.2 billion project to expand the
Panama Canal Sunday, according
to polls, despite warnings of an
accumulation of debt, competition,
technical miscalculations in the
project and possible environmental
damage.
Only scattered opposition has
developed to the proposal to expand
the 92-year old canal to allow transit of a new and larger generation of
container ships. If voters approve,
construction would begin next year
and finish in 2014, in time for the
100th anniversary of the canal’s
opening.
Opponents, who include a former
Panamanian president, a one-time
canal administrator and assorted
engineers and financiers, say the
expansion amounts to fixing something that isn’t broken, and that the
nation is risking its most important
asset on dubious engineering and
financial assumptions. Revenue
from the canal accounts for 8 percent of the national budget.
The contrarian views have
been obscured by the well-oiled
campaign by the government of
President Martin Torrijos to sell the
expansion as a competitive necessity. Polls indicate that support for
expansion has grown in the weeks
leading up to the vote and that the
referendum could pass by as much
as 2-to-1.
Canal administrators and many
shipping experts contend that the
canal risks becoming irrelevant
unless it modernizes, because of the
enormous growth of container cargo
traffic bound to and from the U.S.
East Coast since the emergence of
China as a world trader.
The rising volume has lengthened the waiting time for ships at
either end of the canal. Alternative
projects including a waterway in
neighboring Nicaragua have been
proposed to handle the extra traffic. An expansion of the Suez Canal
also is being considered, as are several projects to hurry freight across
North America from new Canadian
and Mexican ports.
If the referendum passes, the

Advertisement

PHOTO COURTESY NASA

THE PANAMA CANAL, AS seen from space. The expansion would
cause for the widening of the canal so that larger ships may pass
through. This expansion is the cause of much debate.
canal expansion would involve
digging a third shipping lane and
construction of a parallel set of
locks for ships half-again as large
as those that currently transit the
51-mile canal.
The project would be entirely
self-financed by the doubling of
tolls over the next 20 years, said
Francisco Miguez, master plan
coordinator at the Panama Canal
Authority, the quasi-independent
body that has run the canal since the
United States turned it over at the
end of 1999. The authority would
manage the expansion, as well.
But skeptics warn that cost overruns are inevitable, and that they
will be shouldered by taxpayers.
Walter Molano, an analyst with
BCP Securities in Connecticut said
Panama is already burdened with
high debt and poverty and is underestimating how much competition
will force it to keep its prices down
in coming years.

“This is an extensive project with
limited payoff for all but a small
group of people involved in the
construction,” said Molano, a specialist in Latin American bonds.
Carlos
Guevara-Mann,
a
Panamanian who is a political science professor at University of
Nevada-Reno, said the project still
lacks a thorough economic study or
final construction plans.
Paul Labonte a Tustin, Calif.based civil engineer who helped
develop an alternative canal water
recycling plan financed by the
Inter-American Development Bank,
claims the final plan badly underestimates the amount water the new
locks will require.
If the global warming trend
continues, the project risks environmental damage due to rising sea
levels and creeping salinity, he said,
as well as possible competition
from the Northwest Passage later in
the century.
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Md. school offers free
bikes, greener campus
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Scientists succesfully make
new element ... for milliseconds
Scientists
closer to
making largest
possible atom

St. Mary’s
taking step
in the right
direction

Rick Weiss

Megan Greenwell

The Washington Post

St. Mary’s College of Maryland
is taking some nontraditional
approaches to bolster a commitment to creating an environmentally friendly campus.
Before classes started this fall,
the college hired an industrial
psychologist to conduct “behavior modification training” that
instructed resident assistants in
student halls on how to motivate
their peers to use less water and
electricity. More recently, administrators have placed 25 bicycles
around campus as free loaners to
encourage students not to drive on
the mile-long enclave in St. Mary’s
City.
“Intent is the key thing in this
project’’ of reducing the college’s
impact on the environment,” said
President Jane Margaret O’Brien.
“As we learn what’s significant
and what’s not, we’ll adapt our
strategies.”
Administrators have high hopes
that the behavior-modification
training in particular will significantly reduce energy use.
The loaner bikes are not expected to have an easily quantifiable
benefit, but college officials said
the program would encourage students to think about how their
actions affect energy use and
pollution. The bikes, which
were reconditioned after being
abandoned or donated to a local
church, are left unlocked around
the campus and marked with flags
on tall staffs. College officials
hope to increase the fleet to 200
bikes.
“We decided two years ago in
revising our mission statement that
there needed to be a more holistic

Scientists in California and
Russia announced Monday that
they had created the heaviest atomic element ever made, adding a new
item to the universal menu of matter known as the periodic table and
revealing fresh secrets about the
nature of atoms, the fundamental
units of physical stuff.
The new, radioactive element,
which has not yet been formally
named but is being referred to
variously as ununoctium (Latin for
one-one-eight), ekaradon (“beneath
radon on the periodic table”) or
simply “element 118,” did not linger long.
Indeed, like most “super-heavy’”
elements-which are not known
to exist in nature but have been
synthesized by slamming smaller
atoms together-the three atoms of
ununoctium created in the latest
experiments came and went in a
literal flash.
But during their brief tenures
of about nine ten-thousandths of
a second each in a laboratory on
the Volga River, those three atoms
revealed much about the laws that
govern the behavior of matter, scientists said.
And while practical applications
for such fleeting phenomena are
difficult to envision, experts said
they were confident some would
appear-especially if researchers can
leverage the findings to make even
larger atomic constructs that might
have lifetimes of minutes, months
or longer.
“One never knows what the
application of the things you find
may be,” said Darleane Hoffman,
a professor of chemistry at the
University of California, Berkeley,
tossing out the example of pluto-

The Washington Post
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STUDENTS RIDE FREE BICYCLES at St. Mary’s College in Maryland. The bicycles are part of an initiative to make the campus greener, which also includes conservation of both water and electricity.
approach to environmentalism on
campus,” said Chip Jackson, the
associate vice president of facilities, who is known around campus
for keeping his kayak tied to the
back of his car.
As part of such a holistic
approach, Scott Finlinson, the psychologist who conducted the training sessions, focused on teaching
students to adopt three behaviors:
turning off computers, taking
shorter showers and turning off
fans and air conditioning. Resident
assistants were instructed to model
the behavior for their residents,
then to persuade and remind them
of their environmental responsibilities.
“I do get some people rolling
their eyes,” said Kaitlan Gruber,
a resident assistant. “Some people ignore the posters, but I get
pretty good results when I talk to
people individually. I’ve noticed
several people taking shorter
showers.”
The assistants and members of
the campus environmental club
took charge of putting up posters and waterproof shower hangers that encourage students to
“Strive for less than five. Do the
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shower jive!” Although surveys
show that female students are
more environmentally conscious,
asking them to take five-minute
showers is a harder sell, participants said.
“Women say they can’t wash
their hair and shave their legs in
five minutes, but they’re trying,”
said Elizabeth Clune, an area
coordinator for the residential life
office.
The college has also taken several more-typical approaches to
environmental preservation. Most
bathrooms now have low-flow
toilets and water-saving shower
heads, while dorm rooms have
energy-efficient lights and programmable thermostats. A solar
array sits atop the college library
to generate supplemental electricity.
The most ambitious environmental project at St. Mary’s is
a building being constructed
almost entirely from recyclable
materials. The academic building,
Goodpaster Hall, which will house
the chemistry, education and psychology departments, will be one
of two “green buildings” commissioned by the state of Maryland.
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nium-239, the key fissile ingredient in atomic bombs, first created
in 1941.
Physicists cautioned that the
finding must be considered provisional for now. That’s true of
all experiments that have yet to
be independently replicated, but
is especially so for the finding of
element 118, whose discovery was
first reported by a Berkeley team in
1999 and then retracted two years
later when it became clear that the
results were fraudulent.
The last new element to be confirmed was number 111, roentgenium, discovered in 1994.
But scientists involved in the
new find-and others who reviewed
the report, published in the October
issue of the journal Physical
Review C-said they were virtually
certain that what they saw in that
millimoment was indeed a microhunk of ununoctium.
“I would say we’re very confident,” said team member Nancy
Stoyer of the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory in Livemore,
Calif., estimating that the odds of
the result being false were less than
one in ten thousand.
The team was led by Dawn
Shaughnessy of Livermore and Yuri
Oganessian of the Joint Institute
for Nuclear Research in Dubna,
Russia.
Every naturally occurring thing
in the universe is made from a modest celestial palette of 92 elements,
ranging from hydrogen to uranium.
Each element has an atomic number (from 1 to 92) representing the
number of positively charged protons in that atom’s core, or nucleus.
Many variants, or isotopes, of each
element also exist through the
addition of varying numbers of
uncharged neutrons to those nuclei.
For decades, scientists have been
making new elements, heavier than
any found in nature, in part to help
them understand the basic forces
that hold atoms together and keep
them apart. They also want to know
what is the biggest element that can
be made. Theory predicts there is a
finite limit.
The technique involves spraying
a target made of one kind of atom
with atomic buckshot of another
kind and hoping that a few of those

incoming nuclei will hit a few
target atoms with enough force to
overcome their mutually repulsive
positive charges and merge into
one giant nucleus, at least briefly.
To accomplish that requires a combination of ultra-precise engineering and outlandish brute force.
In the latest experiments, which
took more than 1,000 hours, the
researchers fired about 20 billion
billion atoms of calcium-48-a
heavy, neutron-laden version of
calcium-at a target of californium249, a highly radioactive, synthetic
element. Special sensors detected a
total of three atoms of ununoctium
flying off as a result of those painstaking efforts-one in an experiment
in 2004, and two in early 2005.
Each quickly threw off a pair
of protons and a pair of neutrons
to make element 116, then did so
again to make element 114, and
again to make element-112, which
then split in two.
It is that trail of “daughters”
that allows scientists to infer that
a mother atom was there in the
first place. But that kind of proof
is tricky, said Walter Loveland, a
chemistry professor at Oregon State
University, because the super-heavy
daughters are so poorly understood
themselves.
Still, Loveland said he found the
results “impressive and internally
very self-consistent” and “a tremendous intellectual achievement.”
One major question left unanswered by the experiment is whether there are one or more superheavy elements yet to be made that
will be far more stable-a predicted
phenomenon that scientists have
called “an island of stability.”
An isotope of element 114, discovered by Livermore scientists,
showed preliminary but now uncertain evidence of unusual longevityon the order of 20 seconds. Some
had predicted that ununoctium
might stick around long enough for
researchers to do some chemistry
on it. The new work, while undermining that idea, offers new information that will help theoreticians
revamp their predictions, which can
then be tested by experimentalists.
“We’re nibbling away at the
shores of the island of stability,”
said Livermore’s Ken Moody.
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Nancy Lynn dies in tragic aerobatics accident
Spencer Conklin
Staff Reporter

On Saturday, Oct. 14, Nancy
Lynn, famed aerobatic stunt pilot,
died in an accident while performing
at an aerobatics show in Culpeper,
Va. While performing a snap roll
over the runway, the Extra 300L’s
wingtip caught the ground. The aircraft crashed, flipped over, and burst
into flames.
Rescuers,
including
airport
manager Frank Bossio, rushed to
the aircraft. Although they were
unable to see Lynn through the
flames they could hear her and they
worked to remove her from the now
overturned aircraft. As fire fighters
arrived, they were able to pull Lynn
from the cockpit and transport her
to the University of Virginia Health
System in Charlottesville, Va.
Bossio was also transported to the
emergency room for burns sustained
while trying to rescue Lynn.
Lynn survived for 11 hours after

the accident but succumbed to her
burns, which covered approximately
90 percent of her body. She died at
11:53 p.m. Lynn’s son, Pete Mutean,
was her announcer at all air shows
and witnessed the crash first hand.
Immediately when the aircraft went
down he called “Scramble, scramble!” over the radios.
Mutean was able to talk to his
mother for a few moments before
she was transported to the emergency room. He then resumed calming the crowd with “It is bad but she
is alive.” He continued with “There
was a fire and she was burned and
I’m sorry that you had to see something so horrific. Even though we
give the illusion that this is very dangerous – and it is – we never have
the intention of you seeing anyone
get hurt,” Mutean told the crowd.
Lynn was one of few professional
aerobatic women in the world. She
joins the ranks of world renowned
Patty Wagstaff, flying with amazing precision. Before stunt flying
she worked for Proctor & Gamble

selling washing detergent, but after
spin training for her commercial
rating, she decided to take a tumble
herself.
“It’s almost as if I’m one with the
plane and the plane is one with the
air. I really can’t think of anything
more joyful,” Lynn told CBS News.
Since starting aerobatic training
Lynn had logged more than 3,000
hours aerobatic flight instructing to
general aviation, the military and
airlines.
Performing at air shows was only
part of Lynn’s life. She also was a
highly sought-after motivational
speaker and a host for the Discovery
Wings “Wings Tips” program. Lynn
had been featured in “Above and
Beyond: 100 years of Women in
Aviation” and appeared in many
AOPA pilot training videos.
To the people who knew her, Lynn
was a woman who loved life and
had a passion for flying. Mary
Conklin, a friend of Lynn, said
“She had a spark of life you can’t
describe. We will miss you Nancy.”
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FAMED STUNT AEROBATIC STUNT pilot Nancy Lynn recently passed away in an aerobatics show in
Culpeper, Va. Lynn survived the initial crash but died 11 hours later in the hospital. Performing was only a
part of her life, as she spent time as a motivational speaker and host for the Discovery Wings Program.

Cessna announces first flight of new sport aircraft
Light-Sport
Aircraft has
first flight
Nathan Vanagas

Advertising Manager

PHOTO COURTESY EAA

DEBUTING IN THE EAA AIRVENTURE show in Oshkosh, Wis., the Cessna Light Sport Aircraft (LSA)
made it’s first flight on Friday, Oct. 13. The LSA will be the first two-seat aircraft produced since 1985.

Cessna
Aircraft
Company
announced the first flight of its
Light-Sport Aircraft (LSA) on
Friday, Oct. 13. According to
Cessna’s press release, the Cessna
Sport was airborne for about half
an hour and successfully preformed a variety of maneuvers at
speeds of over 110 knots.
Plans for the Sport were
announced nine months ago,
and the proof-of-concept aircraft
debuted in July at EAA Airventure
in Oshkosh, Wis. Cessna’s press
release notes that the aircraft is
a high wing design spanning 30
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feet, and is powered by a 100
horsepower Rotax 912 engine. It
features a cabin up to 48 inches
wide with two side-by-side seats,
dual control sticks, and upward
opening doors. The construction
will be primarily aluminum with
some composite parts.
This aircraft is a noteworthy
step for Cessna, which has not
manufactured a two-seat aircraft
since production of the Cessna
152 ended in 1985. While the
aging 152 remains a staple of the
training aircraft fleet, the Cessna
Sport will be a modernized and
efficient alternative. The Sport
will not be without its competitors, however, as the LSA market
continues to grow.
The Cessna Sport meets the
FAA’s LSA rules, which list
the following limitations: 1,320
pounds maximum takeoff weight,
one or two occupants, a single
engine (non-turbine), maximum
stall speed of 45 knots, maximum
cruising airspeed of 120 knots, a
fixed landing gear, and a fixed

pitch propeller.
Light-sport aircraft will be able
to be flown under the FAA’s new
sport pilot rules, which require
only limited training for those
interested in flying for mainly recreational purposes. Additionally,
in most cases a driver’s license
will be accepted in lieu of an FAA
medical certificate. Operational
rules for those flying with a sport
pilot certificate, however, are
more restrictive than those for
private pilots.
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Delta announces shifting and refitting of fleet
Matthew Smith

Guest Reporter

Delta Airlines recently announced
plans to adjust its fleet to fit its
new goal of making half of its
routes international. Usually when
airlines embark on beefing up their
international network it involves
buying new long haul. However,
Glen Hauenstein, Delta’s executive
vice president-network and revenue
management, said “[Delta] already
has the right fleet mix; it just wasn’t
using it effectively, we don’t have to
buy a single new plane.”
In addition to the previously 20
reconfigured 767-400s, Delta will
be reconfiguring an additional seven
which will be ready for service by
next summer. They also plan on
moving eight 767-300ERs to international service as well as gaining
approval to make part of their non–
ER 767s ETOPS capable. With the
767s flying routes to South America
and Europe, the 777-200s will operate mainly to Asia. Delta has also
recently announced that they will

purchase two 777-200LRs for their
ultra long haul routes such as New
York-JFK to Bombay, India.
With these new long haul capable
aircraft Delta has already begun to
announce new routes and new cities
to which they will fly starting in 2007.
They have announced New York-JFK
to Pisa, Italy and Bucharest, Romania,
as well as Atlanta to Dubai, United
Arab Emirates, Vienna, Austria and
Prague, Czech Republic.
Delta has also finalized a deal to
acquire nineteen 757s that are currently operated by American Airlines.
American acquired the 757s when it
purchased Trans World Airlines
(TWA) in 2001. American has decided not to renew the leases on these
19 757s because they have became a
drag on fleet costs due to the fact that
they have a different configuration as
well as use a different engine. The
Ex-TWA 757s use Pratt and Whitney
PW 2000 engines while Americans
other 124 757s have Rolls-Royce
RB211 engines. These airframes,
which were built between 1997 and
1999, were attractive to Delta due to
their relatively young age.

MACIEK MAJEWSKI/AVION

DELTA HAS ANNOUNCED THAT it will be refitting a good portion of its fleet for international flights. In addition, the new 777 will be beefed up
for new long haul flights, such as New York to Italy and Atlanta to Austria. These additions to Delta’s fleet will continue to help the company.

NBAA hosts annual conference Birdstrikes solved
Adam Wright

Staff Reporter

The National Business Aviation
Association (NBAA) hosted their
59th annual conference at Orlando
Executive Airport from Oct. 17
through 19. The NBAA was founded in 1947 and is the leading organization for businesses whose dependence on general and corporate
aviation aircraft is crucial. While
representing over 7,000 different
companies, this annual conference
gives members and non-members a
chance to gather for what is now the
largest civil aviation trade show.
This year’s conference was
divided between the flight line displays at Orlando Executive Airport
and the Orange County Convention
Center. Over 1,100 exhibitors and
117 aircraft on static display highlighted the occasion. If it’s something to do with corporate aviation,
it was there. Highlights on the static

display included the new Very Light
Jets (Eclipse 500, Cessna Mustang)
and the brand new Embraer 190
Lineage 1000 Jetliner.
Riddle Alumnus Edgar Soto, after
graduating in 2000, who currently
works as an Air Traffic Controller
at Orlando Exec Tower exclaimed,
“It gets bigger and bigger each
year!...You get to meet people from
around the world.” The Avion also
spoke with current student Michael
Class. Michael brought up the
good point that while most ERAU
students will not be flying heavy
metal, such as the Corporate A319
next year, the NBAA conference
is a great way for students to get
a feel for the industry. “It shows a
perspective of how the market is
going… see what kind of technology is out there.”
The NBAA Annual Meeting and
Conference has been located in
Orlando the past two years in a row.
Please visit web.nbaa.org for more
information about the conference.

Bob Scheid

Chief Copy Editor
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The United States and France
are independently pursuing new
technologies to avoid birdstrikes
near runways, AviationNow.com
reported last week.
The U.S. development involves
the use of specialized radars, made
by DeTect, Inc., that can monitor
birds in and around flight paths.
A test has already been conducted
on this system on the Dallas/Fort
Worth airport, and the FAA has
contracted that airport and New
York’s Kennedy airport for a 12
month trial of the system.
This system is mostly passive;
the radar cannot actually cause the
birds to move away from the flight
path. However, the radar allows
current bird-control measures to
be more effective, since they are
not reliant on set patrol patterns
and human eyes. The radar is

already in use by NASA to watch
for birds directly before shuttle
launches, and the Air Force uses it
at some of its low-altitude bombing ranges and some other installations. Aviation groups from the
United Kingdom have also bought
a few birdstrike radars to assess
the risks of birdstrikes at several
airports.
The French method of discouraging birdstrikes is more active;
it involves the use of the Lord
Ingenierie TOM500 system. The
system directs a green laser against
the ground around the birds, scaring them away. This system was
tested at the Montpellier airport
for a year, and the number of
birdstrikes was reduced; when
the system was removed at the
end of the test period, the number
increased again.
TOM500 has already been certified in France, and the Beauvalis
and Barcelona airports have both
put in orders for the system.
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NASA rededicates old Flight Control Room
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THE NEWLY DEDICATED INTERNATIONAL Space Station Flight Control Room is seen after ISS operations
began recently. The historic room controlled many manned flights from Apollo 7 to late in the shuttle program.
Luca Cernuschi
Staff Reporter

38 years after the launch of
America’s first manned Apollo
flight, NASA announced the reinstatement of its original flight

control room for monitoring the
International Space Station (ISS)
and its manned missions today.
Houston’s Flight Control Room
1, affectionately known as “ficker
[FCR-] one”, oversaw the Apollo 7
flight from the moment it cleared
the launch tower at the Kennedy

Space Center on Oct. 11, 1968,
as well as about 60 other missions
before being deactivated after the
STS-71 shuttle mission to Mir in
1995.
The mission paved the way for
current Shuttle docking procedures
since the orbiter docked for the

first time with a space station, the
Russian Mir.
On Oct. 6, however, NASA
officially reopened ficker-one to
reveal a mission control center
upgraded with little more than a
$1.6 million budget and capable of
handling flights aboard the ISS.
From the start of the station’s
construction in 1998 monitoring
fell to a much smaller control
room, the Blue FCR, which was
quickly outgrown by the ISS
ground teams as it expanded in
size, having a mere 16 consoles
available.
Flight director John McCullough,
leader of the transition process,
mentioned that the majority of
his budget was invested in labor
costs and in upgrading the systems
once used for the Apollo missions,
which were recycled and formatted
to meet modern requirements.
“There are a lot of advantages
to having [a] clean slate, except
for cost.” McCullough told
collectspace.com.
In its previous location, his team
had to relocate to side or back
rooms when performing complex
operations, and therefore didn’t
have a prime situational awareness – a risky situation, given the
stakes.
One issue they had with Blue
FCR was that consoles did not
always represent all the required
information on a single machine,
and therefore on short-staffed
shifts, such as the midnight-to-8
a.m. one, operators would have to
monitor multiple screens to gather

Wirefly X-Prize Cup wraps up
Joseph Poznanski
Staff Reporter

One of the most exciting events
in the aerospace world, the second
annual Wirefly X Prize Cup, took
place this past weekend at the Las
Cruces International Airport in New
Mexico. The event marks one of
the largest gatherings of spaceflight
related interests on the planet.
Whereas many spaceflight gatherings are more along the lines of conferences or conventions, the Wirefly
X-Prize Cup is considerably more
dynamic: at the event, expect to see
full size mock-ups of rockets and
suborbital vehicles, experimental
launches, sweeping space tourism
business presentations, unveilings
of new space-based technology, and
of course, the star of the show, the

competition itself.
One of the highlights of the
Wirefly Cup this year is the Lunar
Lander Challenge, where NASA
is offering a $2 million prize to
anyone who can develop a craft to
meet their very stringent guidelines.
According to Space.com, astronaut
Buzz Aldrin was there at the opening ribbon-cutting ceremonies, as
well as other high profile space
celebrities. A full-scale mockup of
SpaceShipOne, the ship that won
the Ansari X-Prize in 2004 and is
a celebrity in its own right among
spaceflight enthusiasts, will be one
of the many static displays at the
competition.
“It’s not an event about PowerPoint
slides. It’s a show for real ideas, real
hardware, full-scale mock-ups, and
experimental flights,” said William
Pomerantz, the Director of the X-

Prize Foundation. “If you are looking to enter the industry in any way,
it’s a meeting-place for everyone
you need to know and everything
you need to see.”
The event started out with a bang.
One of the first launches, a rocket
from Tripoli Rockets, launched
beautifully, but failed to deploy its
parachute and consequently took a
nose-dive straight into the sand of
New Mexico at high speed.
Armadillo Aerospace, one of
the favorites in the Lunar Lander
Challenge, encountered difficulties
with their craft, named “Pixel,” as
it landed too sharply on its landing
gear, breaking them. On another
run, the craft encountered trouble
and crashed shortly after takeoff,
taking them out of the competition.
According to Space.com, the second
crash was due to makeshift repair to

the broken landing gear being faulty,
confusing the onboard computer.
Since New Mexico first started
its spaceport program, a number of
companies have established themselves there in anticipation of future
development of spaceflight; one such
example is Starchaser Industries
Ltd, who will unveil their Storm
propulsion engine as a supplement
to their Skybolt equipment rocket
and Starchaser 5 personnel transport
rocket. Other companies present at
the Wirefly X-Cup include the da
Vinci Project from Toronto, Ontario
with their XF1 suborbital spacecraft
renowned for its “stabilized reentry”
recovery with a revolutionary new
propulsion system, and the popular
Rocketplane Kistler from Oklahoma
City, Okla., arriving with a mockup
of their long awaited XP suborbital
vehicle.

all the required data.
This problem was fixed when
relocating to ficker-one, and now
the station is effectively run from
just two computers during Orbit 1,
the above-mentioned shift.
Despite introducing state-ofthe-art technology in the room,
McCullough’s team also worked
hard to preserve its historic aspect,
and even hung the original plaques
that were used by flight controllers
in the Apollo era – plaques that
had been removed by the previous
tenants.
The transition itself, though,
was much easier said than done.
Despite having had nine months to
prepare for relocation, McCullough
was allotted a mere two weeks to
transfer all the equipment from
Blue FCR to FCR-1. Even then,
ownership became an issue.
“That room was used by science centers … If we’re going to
go in there, where are they going
to go? And if they are going in

here, what are those people going
to do?” McCullough informed
collectpace.com. Every room was
in use, and so the whole process
really did entail multiple relocation efforts by various teams, as
well as considerations for whose
needs were greatest.
In a fusion between past and
present, Johnson Space Center
director and formed astronaut
Michael Coats was presented with
a frame shortly before cutting the
inaugurating ribbon.
The frame included a picture
of the ficker-one after it became
operational and a piece of the rail
from the Apollo period.
Notable missions controlled by
FCR-1, starting with Apollo 7,
include all of the manned flights
of Skylab, America’s first space
station, as well as the first shuttle
flight, STS-1.
Through that first Mir docking
on STS-71 in 1995, the control
room oversaw a total of 61 flights.

Delta 2 launch Wednesday
First nighttime launch at Cape in 13 months
As of press time Sunday, everything remained go for the nighttime launch of a Boeing Delta 2 rocket with NASA’s STEREO solar
probes. The official launch weather forecast called for excellent
conditions with virtually no concerns and a 95 percent chance of
favorable weather Wednesday and 80 percent Thursday. It should be
nearly crystal clear with winds NE at 10-15 knots and a temperature
around 62 degrees.
Launch time is 8:38 p.m. EDT and the launch window lasts 15 minutes. The subsequent windows, all 15 minutes long, would open at 8:
26 p.m. Thursday, 8:31 p.m. Friday, 8:26 p.m. Saturday, and 7:16 p.m.
EST Sunday. A full list throughout the launch period that closes Nov.
2 is available, along with the latest updates on weather and technical
status, at www.SpaceflightNow.com.

Directions to Jetty Park launch viewing pier
Take I-95 south for 55 miles to Exit 205 and go east on the Beachline
(Rt. 528) towards “Canaveral: Cape-Port-AFS.” After about 15 miles
you will arrive at Port Canaveral’s two exits. Take the second one,
marked with a giant green sign that says Terminal B / South Piers. Go
left off the exit and follow this road (George King Blvd.) which ends
at the entrance to Jetty Park. There is a $5 cash parking fee. Walk to
the very end of the 1200-foot pier for the clearest view of launch pad
17B, which will be unmistakably floodlit three miles away.
The drive from campus to the pier is about 70 minutes, and you
should leave by 6:30 p.m. at the latest to get a good spot, as the pier
can get very crowded at some launches, and the optimal evening time
may attract as many as a few thousand people.
More detailed directions can be found on my website at
www.LaunchPhotography.com, and you should be sure to check
on updates before leaving in the “mission status center” at
www.SpaceflightNow.com, to make sure everything is still ‘go’ for
launch.
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New shuttle dates examined

STEREO encapsulated

Jacob Stump

Staff Reporter

After an all-day meeting of shuttle and station program managers,
NASA has decided to push back the
first three shuttle launches of 2007.
These pushbacks are to allow
NASA adequate time to deliver
newly modified external tanks to
Kennedy Space Center, and complete the required pre-launch work
on the shuttle orbiters.
Even with the three delays however, NASA still plans on launching five International Space Station
(ISS) construction missions next
year, as well as one more for 2006,
scheduled for Dec. 7.
NASA believes that the delays
will not affect the overall progress
of construction. Kyle Herring, a

spokesman for NASA’s Johnson
Space Center in Houston told
Space.com, “There are a lot of
vehicles on the highway, and we
have to make sure everybody is
kind of following all the traffic
signals to make sure that it’s all
integrated properly,” referring to
the overlap of station construction
missions with Russian-launched
crew and cargo missions.
The first two missions for 2007,
meant to continue construction of
the main structure of the ISS, were
originally scheduled for Feb. 22
and June 11.
Pending the official decision in
November, these missions would
be pushed back to March 16 at
the earliest, and June 28, while the
third launch would be pushed from
Aug. 9 to Sept 7.
The remaining two construction

missions for 2007, set to deliver
the European Space Agency’s
Columbus Lab and the first section of the Japanese Kibo science
complex, are still on schedule for
late 2007.
Also on the table is the upcoming
decision to launch an April 2008
mission to service the aging Hubble
Space Telescope, which is almost
certain to be approved, as well as
two additional shuttle launches to
haul spare parts and supplies to the
completed ISS prior to the retirement of the Shuttle fleet. A decision is expected on this final flight
to service Hubble and extend its life
at the end of the month.
Before meeting the 2010 shuttle
retirement deadline set by President
Bush, NASA needs to launch at
least 14 more shuttle missions to
complete work on the ISS.

MRO to gets into full swing
Joseph Poznanski
Staff Reporter

Though not yet fully operational,
the Mars Reconnaissance Rover
(MRO) is already sending valuable data to its handlers back here
on Earth. According to Space.com,
the probe will actually start its
regimented science mission in
early November but the calibration
and testing process of the sensors
is yielding valuable topographical
data of the Martian surface, lending credence to the view that Mars

has undergone dynamic climactic
changes in its history.
The probe, controlled primarily
from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in
Pasadena, Calif., is using its imaging
spectrometer to provide detail of the
topographical features scientists are
calling “gullies.” One of the most
exciting things it has found so far is
the presence of clay, high in mineral
content; the existence of clay shows
that at one point in Martian history,
water was prevalent on the surface,
and may still be seeping into the soil
from unknown springs beneath. The
orbiter was also able to capture data

concerning the alternating pattern of
ice and dust at the pole, indicating
geologically recent climate activity.
As part of the testing process for
the probe’s High Resolution Imaging
Science Experiment (HiRISE),
the Mars Exploration Rover
Opportunity was photographed
recently as it itself took panoramic
shots of the Victoria Crater walls
from its outcropping. Scientists are
waiting with much anticipation for
the probe to become fully calibrated,
so that the apparently watery past of
the Martian surface can be viewed in
greater detail.

UP Aerospace delays launch
Luca Cernuschi
Staff Reporter

PHOTO COURTESY NASA

THE TWIN STEREO SPACECRAFT, stacked one atop the other for launch, are encapsulated in the
payload fairing of the 13-story Delta 2 rocket last week in preparation for launch. The craft will separate after being placed in their initial orbit, and use the moon’s gravity to reach their final positions.

Following the Sept. 25 failed
attempt, the private spaceflight
company UP Aerospace has delayed
the launch of its second rocket due
to safety concerns.
Liftoff was originally scheduled
for Oct. 21, but, having failed to
pinpoint the exact cause of the first

rocket’s crash, the firm decided to
postpone its launch of it’s second
SpaceLoft XL rocket indefinitely.
Jerry Larson, president of UP
Aerospace, affirms that the company’s goal is to complete a successful launch in 2006 from Spaceport
America, a 27 square mile government-funded area just north of
Las Cruces, N.M. As it stands, the
firm has already inaugurated the
site by being the first to launch

from it last month.
The 20-foot vehicle was expected
to fly to a maximum height of 140
miles while carrying a 110-pound
payload, but only crossed the 40,000
foot threshold before plummeting
back to Earth.
Both Spaceport America personnel and UP Aerospace are working
to single-out the reason behind the
launch’s failure, and have formed
committees accordingly.

Bob Saget sings on Jamie Kennedy’s rap album

Blowin’ Up
Jamie Kennedy

Heather VanAntwerp
Student Life Editor

Being in an improv troupe, I am a lover of
comedy. So when I had the chance to write
a review of Jamie Kennedy’s new CD I was
excited. Jamie Kennedy is a stand up comedian who is best known for his sketch performances on his show “The Jamie Kennedy
Experiment.”
His CD called Blowin’ Up is interesting
to say the least. Having heard comedy CDs

from other comedians like Dane Cook and
Adam Sandler, I thought I knew what to
expect from Jamie Kennedy. But upon listening to the CD for the first time I found
that I was wrong, this isn’t a common CD
from a stand up comedian.
It turns out that 16 out of 18 of the tracks
featured on the CD are rap songs. The music
featured on the disc sounds like he wants it
to be an authentic rap song. But when you
realize what the lyrics are saying it does
become amusing.
I was expecting a lot from his CD because
I consider him to be a very good stand up
comedian. Therefore at first I was disappointed when I heard the songs. Not being
a fan of the genre of music he features on
the CD didn’t help either. At times, the lyrics really aren’t that funny. There are only
about three songs that I find amusing, and
therefore want to listen to again.
Even though I am not very familiar with
his work I still found that I was expecting
so much more from the CD. One of the saving graces for the disc is the second track,
Message from Bob Saget. In this track,
Jamie raps about an evening with Bob. Bob
even comes on the track and raps a little
as well. This was the only track that really
made me laugh.
Jamie had a couple of other known people
rapping on his CD. Ice T is featured on one
track, and even goes on to say that, the
“streets gotta lotta love for Jamie Kennedy.”

Jamie Facts

� Jamie’s first job in Hollywood
was at Red Lobster.
� In an effort to further his career,
Jamie made up a ficticious agent
named Marty Power.
� Jamie’s first onscreen role was
as an extra in “The Dead Poets
Society.”
� In the movie “Boogie Nights”
Jamie agreed to do full rear nudity.
� Jamie auditioned and didn’t get
roles in at least 46 films.
Its too bad a shameless plug from a famous
rapper and a track featuring another famous
stand up comedian doesn’t really help the
quality of the CD.
Because of my disappointment and expectation of more from him, I rate this CD a
plane and a half. And evidently he’s coming
to campus later this week. He’ll be performing in the ICI Center Saturday at 7 p.m. Let’s
just hope, for one, his stand up is better than
the CD, and two, pray he doesn’t rap (unless
Bob Saget comes on stage and joins him,
because that would be awesome).

Art at the Atlantic Center
stun and intrigue the Art Club
PHOTO COURTESY JAMIEKENNEDYWORLD.COM

Big 10-4 is a big hit

Testing The Atmosphere
Big 10-4
THOMAS KILEY/AVION

Don Macanlalay
Staff Reporter

Members of the little-known University
Art Club attended the Atlantic Center for
the Arts program in New Smyrna Beach
on Friday, Oct. 20.
The program consisted of composer
Lee Hyla, visual artist Guillermo Kuitca,
writer SJ Rozan and an array of various
pieces of abstract work from other contributing artists.
After the amazing performances of Lee
Hyla with accompanying musicians and
excerpts from SJ Rozan and future novelists, visitors of the program were able

to walk around the grounds and enjoy
the soothing architecture of the Atlantic
Center.
The Atlantic Center for the Arts (ACA),
was founded in the mind of artist and
environmentalist Doris Leeper in 1977.
It was meant to be a tranquil place where
artists could come and focus on their
work. Slowly but surely, the ACA grounds
expanded and has now blossomed into a
unique environment for many future novelists, musicians and artists.
While walking around, visitors were
also invited to walk into various studios of
other artists work. One studio in particular
had four different speakers in a dark room
playing random ambient noises that was

unparalleled by anything the members
ever experienced before.
Another studio had a small machine
performing dot matrices with the final
product that looked like a mechanical
advanced spyrograph.
Since 2003, the club has been quietly
meeting in various rooms of “Alphabet
Soup.” Members have gradually come and
gone, but the University Art Club is making large strides to become more active in
the local art community while providing
members and students of Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical University with a different
take at certain artistic aspects of the city,
through photography, visual events and
open mic nights.

Upcoming shows in Orlando
When??? Who???
Nov. 2
Nov. 3
Nov. 5
Nov. 8
Nov. 11
Nov. 13
Nov. 18
Nov. 19
Nov. 21
Nov. 27

Bob Saget
Charlie Daniels
New Found Glory
Def Leppard/Journey
Panic! At The Disco
Barenaked Ladies
Dashboard Confessional
The All-American Rejects
Switchfoot
Carlos Mencia
Death Cab For Cutie
INXS
John Legend

Where???

How Much???

UCF Arena, Orlando
Cocoa Expo Center, Cocoa
House of Blues, Orlando
TD Waterhouse, Orlando
UCF Arena, Orlando
Hard Rock Live, Orlando
UCF Arena, Orlando
UCF Arena, Orlando
House of Blues, Orlando
Hard Rock Live, Orlando
UCF Arena, Orlando
House of Blues, Orlando
House of Blues, Orlando

$16.00
$11.00
$17.50
$38.50
$27.50
$35.50
$25.50
$25.00
$16.50
$38.00
$26.00
$57.50
$28.50

Bob Scheid

Chief Copy Editor
My first thought after hearing the
name Big 10-4 was something along
the lines of “Oh, man, some no-name
pop-country band is coming to play for
Homecoming.”
My first thought after hearing their first
album, Testing the Atmosphere, was something along the lines of “Dude, these guys
would be awesome to hear in concert!”
Apparently, lots of people agree with
that. The group started off doing college
stuff in Orlando two years ago, and now

gets first dibs on House of Blues openings for touring bands and consistently
sells out 500-seat concert halls throughout Florida. Their experience doing live
shows turns up in their album, with a
high-energy pulse moving through the
songs and instrumentation and mixing
that makes even studio work sound like an
evening outside the concert shell.
Their songs vary from feel-good rock to
questions about how things are supposed
to be working out in life, set to electric
guitar, piano, and some occasionally fancy
bass work. “Dead Man” is all the things
you want in a good rock song; it’s got
good vocals, driving guitars, and lyrics
that will stick in your head for hours (in
a good way). I wish they had more songs
like that, or that they made it a single,
since the standard “the singles sound nothing like the band” rule seems to apply for
Testing the Atmosphere.
I think this band has promise; I think
we’ll be hearing much more of them, and
on a much wider scale than just Florida.
They’ve got more than the elements of a
good band, they are good now, and they’ll
just get better as they find themselves and
how to make their sound better. How long
that’ll take is a little unclear, though, since
they’re becoming more popular surely, but
slowly. At the same time, though, you’ll
be able to say you heard them way back
in the day, before the rest of the country
was going nuts about this band named Big
10-4. Go check them out. It should be a
hell of a show.
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Join the New Facebook Group: Photo of the Week
Join the Photo of the Week group on Facebook and add your photographs. The Avion will select one to two photographs to publish each week. If you are selected, you will be notified via
e-mail. Selected photographs must be e-mailed to avion.newsroom@gmail.com. When you send your submission, it must be in at least 3.0 megapixels, and either a .JPG or .TIFF. The more
creative and unusual the photograps, the better.
The Avion is also looking for creative writing pieces. Entertainment page two is an outlet for students to express themselves. You are encouraged to submit stories, poems or whatever
medium through which you express yourself best. They must be between 250 and 800 words and the content must be acceptable for newspaper readers.
All submissions must be sent to avion.newsroom@gmail.com by 5 p.m. on Friday. They must also be completely your own work. The Avion reserves the right to edit all submissions.

‘Coal Hollow’ Exhibit
Coal Hollow

Adam Wright

Staff Reporter
I got a chance to go home this
week without leaving Daytona
Beach. The Southeast Museum of
Photography through the end of
this month is hosting a photo collection by Ken Light titled “Coal
Hollow.”
The collection brings to light the
extreme situation of local societies
following the pullout of big coal
companies in the West Virginian
Mountains. West Virginia was
flourishing in the 1940s-mid
1950s. Coal Companies employed
thousands of workers and immigrants to work the coal deep inside
the mountains. Entire towns were

practically owned by the coal
conglomerates. When the coal was
able to be purchased from cheaper
sources outside the United States,
entire towns shut down and most
people moved away. Those who
stayed to live on nothing are the
heart of this gallery.
Coming from Central Virginia,
I can identify with these “neighbors” of mine who live across the
mountains. I really enjoyed my
two hours spent walking around
the walls of black and white
photographs, each one illustrating
someone’s story.
One particular photo that stood
out to me is a scene on the front
porch of a doublewide trailer
where a father is giving his son a
hair cut with a pair of clippers. The
dilapidated bare trailer and porch
is rustic and worn, beer cans litter
the foreground and weeds grow
wild. On the railing of the porch
a brother/friend is squatting in
his overalls wearing a NASCAR
hat looking on as the boy gets his
homemade hair cut.

One of the interviewed locals
put it nicely: “If you’re born and
raised in the country, you’re just
country ... When you come back
here, you’re just country.” Going
through this gallery reminded
me how fortunate I am for what
I have, and how unfortunate and
desperate some people in this
country are, who only live an
hours drive away from my hometown. In a video interview, Ken
Light mentioned that the people of
Appalachia in these broken homesteads are “drinking and smoking
themselves to death.” The vivid
photographs in the gallery capture
the essence of that quote ... the
pictures showing people living on
nothing, in third world conditions,
living their lives on the porch or in
front of the television with nothing but cigarettes and beer to keep
them content.
“Coal Hollow” ends on Oct.
29. More information on this
gallery can be found online
at The Southeast Museum of
Photography www.smpoline.org.

Student Photos

MIKE FERRIS

MELANIE PUGH

PHOTO COURTESY AMAZON

THE SOUTHEAST MUSEUM OF Photography is exhibiting the “Coal Hollow” collection by Ken Light.
These are photographs displaying the difficulties and struggles of the coal workers in West Virginia.

The Flip Side
There are so many people
You listened to me. I could say
who have touched my life, some
anything and not offend you. You
more than others. There were
left my life so long ago, but not
some good and some bad, but
my thoughts, not my memories.
they all taught me things: things
I wonder what you are up to. I
about life, things about me, who
didn’t know you long enough to
I am, who I want to be, and
find out what your life dreams
sometimes, who I don’t want to
were, but I hope you fulfill them.
be. Some left because they had
You didn’t have it easy. I wish
no choice, there are some I wish
you had me by your side; I wish
I could talk to, but I don’t know
I had you by mine. I wonder what
how to reach them or that they
you grew up to be like. I wonder
would care if I did. But
if you remember me,
I write this to you, to all
remember the innocent
those I can’t or haven’t
times, the easier times.
told but need to, thank
You taught me more than
you.
you know, more than
I sit here and wonder.
how to make a necklace
I wonder how you are. I
that glows. I was your
wonder if you are doing
sidekick and proud of it,
better now. Are you still
so proud of it.
alone? Did you know I
You gave me a light in
looked up to you? Did
a
part
of my life where
Jacklyn
you know I needed
there was none. I had
Duff
your approval? Did you
all but given up hope,
know how much you
but then, then there was
Columnist
made me smile? Does
you. I wasn’t expecting
“Acoustic #3” remind you of
it. You remained the light so
me? Are you happy now? I know
many times as I fell into darkyou didn’t feel popular. I know
ness. You never knew it though; I
you felt lonely, but you were
wouldn’t let you. I wonder what I
always important to me. I was
was to you. I am sorry I couldn’t
a little lost kid looking up to an
let you know. I wished you were
older friend, an older friend that
my light all the time, and I was
was so much I wished I could be,
yours. But, it wasn’t meant to be,
an older friend that would listen
and I don’t know why.
to me, an older friend that taught
You, I left you, no goodbyes. I
me. I always thought you were
wasn’t expecting it. I wonder if
“cool” and looked up to you. Did
you wonder about me. We were
you know that? I wonder.
close six hours of the day, but

only five days of the week. Then
there is the twenty-ninth. We will
always have that in common.
I wonder how you turned out.
From what I hear, you changed.
I don’t think I would know you
anymore. I don’t think you’d
want to know me. I’m not who
you hang out with anymore. But
you, too, shaped my early years.
I wonder if you remember me. I
remember you.
You gave me feelings I never
had before. You made me happy in
ways I never knew of, yet you let
me plummet to depths not reached
before. But if I had the choice, I
would go through it time and time
again. You are like a drug. I’d be
near you just for those highs, no
matter how hard the fall is from
that elevation. I think you knew.
I told you, but you showed no
sign of acknowledgment. You
made it worth going to school.
You made so many days better.
You enraptured my thoughts,
my dreams, and most of all, my
heart. You will never know how
your smile made everyone and
everything else fade, how your
laugh drowned out all sounds, all
thoughts as it surrounded me, how
your words could flip my mood
in mere seconds. I wonder if you
knew; thank you.
We were kids together. You and
I played anything and everything.
I don’t know when it happened.
When did we grow apart? When

THE STUDENT PHOTO GALLERY is a weekly item. If you would like your photographs to be
featured in The Avion, please e-mail avion.newsroom@gmail.com by 5 p.m. on Friday. It must be
your own work, at least 3.0 megapixels, and either a .JPG or .TIFF.

The Lost Thank You’s
did you stop coming over? When
did I stop going there? When did
we stop spending so much time
together? You sparked a love
for so many things. For a while,
I thought even a love for you. I
wonder if things could ever be the
same, or has time and age tainted
what we had. Do we need games
as our crutches? I remember the
smell of your house. I remember
the sound of your voice as you
yelled for your mom when your
brother would make you mad. I
remember all the time we used to
spend together. What happened?
Do you miss me?
We didn’t see each other often.
We had fun when we did. We use
to play together. Then one year,
one visit, and you were old, too old
to relate. I felt inferior. I couldn’t
associate with you anymore, but
you still cared. You didn’t want to
play anymore, but you wondered
how I was. I wish we still spent
New Year’s together. It was so
much fun then. To me, you will
be forever frozen in time.
I was just an extra. I was too old
for you, but we still had fun. Then
there was your brother. We were
closer in age and had good times
too. Even if I was invited out of
politeness sometimes, I know you
still had fun. We played on your
third floor. You were so much
more girly than I was. I wonder
what has become of you. I wonder
if you still love the Spice Girls. I

wonder when you stopped inviting us over for sleepovers. I
wonder when we stopped seeing
you at parties.
Our friendship was on and
off again. We were close, then
we wouldn’t talk for a while.
We were never extremely close,
but you were one of the first
to befriend me when I moved
schools. You were one that I
could always talk to. We always
had memories to lean on when
we ran out of things to say. We
laughed a lot. We grew apart and
together time and time again. I
wonder how I would have turned
out had we been closer.
Alone I sat, and you came over.
You saw I was quiet, and I saw
you were a bit nutty, in a totally
good way though. You knew
exactly who you were and had no
fears of showing it. I was slightly
unsure of who I was and fearful
of showing what I did know. You
were a tutor. You were a mentor.
You were a friend. You threw
parties that I will never forget,
and that bring a smile to my face
when remembered. I miss you.
I didn’t get to say good-bye. I
know you will make it in whatever you want to do. And I know
you will always be true to who
you are, and that I will always
look up to.
This is to many of you, you
who I met through the PASC
conference preparations. I was

but a lowly tenth grader, but you
listened to what I had to say.
You acknowledged my work and
made sure I was rewarded for it.
We were friends if just for those
few months. Some of you even
watched out for me. You made
sure I didn’t over work myself.
You made sure I ate. You made
sure I didn’t feel inferior. Then it
was over. You were tired from it.
I was tired from it. We didn’t see
each other much. You graduated
and left me with no good-byes,
only memories.
My jokester, we would make
up elaborate stories to pass the
time. The time spent in the prison walls. You helped me. You
knew my potential and made
me reach it. We had humorous
conversations; we had serious
discussions. We got in trouble.
You reminded me of myself. You
were an older version of me with
a few surprises here and there. I
wish we had more time to spend
together, but you had to move
on. Sometimes I think about
trying to reach you. Do you ever
think of reaching me?
There are so many more that
have touched me that will never
know. Those of you who sat near
me in classes. We would talk.
We would work. We would get
each other through. You touched
my life in such small ways.
But even the smallest stone
makes ripples.
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The Riddle of Life
By Jonathan Mettin
Stalkerbook is such an easy target

By Wes Oleszewski
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A Capital Idea
Across

1. This capital is also
known for the infamous
Three Mile Island
incident, which occurred
in nearby Middletown.
3. It was also known as
the capital of the Confederacy.
9. This capital and the adjacent city of Minneapolis form the
core of the area known as the Twin Cities.
11. During the Civil War fortification overlooking its
downtown were built on what is now called Fort Hill.
13. It has a state-of-the-art planetarium dedicated to the
memory of the teacher Christa McAuliffe, who died in the
explosion of the space shuttle Challenger.
16. Its zoo is world famous as the birthplace of the first
Golden Eagle chick hatched in captivity.
17. President Lincoln started his political career in this
capital.
18. It is the only state capital to lie on a time zone
demarcation line.

19. As the “home of country music,” it has become a major
music recording and production center.
21. It is the most eastern capital city in the U.S.
22. This is the highest capital in the U.S. at 7,000 ft. above
sea level.
23. The capital’s name in French means “wooded” and it’s
nicknamed “The City of Trees.”
24. Its name is derived from a small rock formation on the
south bank of the Arkansas River.
25. This capital’s name is derived from the Hebrew word
“shalom” and the Arabic word “salam” both meaning
“peace.”

Down

2. This capital built the first subway system in the U.S. in
1897.
4. It is the only capital without a McDonald’s franchise.
5. Nicknamed, “The Mile-High City” because its official
elevation is one statute mile above sea level.
6. Sometimes referred to as the “insurance capital of the
world,” it is said to house many of the world’s insurance

company headquarters.
7. The largest nearby city is Reno.
8. It hosted 1987 Pan American Games, one of its
nicknames is “Indy.”
10. This capital’s nickname is the “Star City.” It used to
be named Lancaster; but was renamed after President
Abraham Lincoln was assassinated.
12. The translated name is “Red Stick.”
14. This capital is known as the “City of Oaks” for its many
oak trees.
15. The end of slavery caused the capital’s trades to suffer,
which caused it to shift to citrus, naval stores and even
tourism.
20. It is known as “the live music capital of the world.”

Submit your completed crossword to our
office in SC 110. All correct entries will be
entered to win a $10 gift certificate to
Barnes & Nobles Bookstore. Entries are due
Friday by 5 p.m. Good luck!

Last Week’s Solutions
Famous Slogans

WINNER: Chris Maloney
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MISCELLANEOUS

Room for Rent in Private Home
Furnished room, private bath, and
a large sitting room. Separate,
private entrance, driveway parking. Located in Ormond Beach,
steps from Granada Bridge and
oceanside. Must see to appreciate!
Central air/heat, cable, laundry - all
included. $450/month + deposit.
International students welcome. Call
(386) 295-3577.

Beachside Apartment
One Bedroom apartment available.
Newly tiled, lots of closet space,
outside patio. One block to ocean
yet close to college. Nice quiet residential neighborhood. Call Dawn
(386) 405-2540.

Beach Cruiser Bicycle
Mint condition. No risk: Sell again
when finished. Lock included.
$60. Scott (419) 606-6612. Leave
message.

Beachside Home/Apartment
One and two bedroom homes
available on the beachside, just
ten minutes to campus. New
tiles, large rooms, walk-in closet,
furnished/non-furnished, great location, nice neighborhood. Call Dawn
(386) 405-2540.

Female Roommate Wanted
One room available in nice Condo
to share with another female roommate. Full bath, club house, tennis
courts, gym, pool, w/d and picnic
area. Contact (813) 205-2510.

House to Share
Looking for a responsible, nonsmoking, female to share my home.
Have your own room, bathroom,
walk-in closet. Share kitchen, laundry room and other common areas.
House located 15 minutes from campus, on a lake, behind Spruce Creek
Fly-In. Asking $450/month and
1/2 utilities. For appointment call:
(386) 453-4373.

MISCELLANEOUS
Frenzy Sea Kayak
Red Frenzy open top sea kayak.
Take this popular sit-on-top kayak
out in flat water, moderate ocean
swells, or slow-moving rivers for
nature-watching, surfing, fishing and
fun. Easy to maneuver, slightly used
condition. Includes paddle and foam
blocks for cartop transport. $250.
Call Kristin (302) 584-8328.

Musicians Needed
Drummers, guitarists, and bass
players needed for a contemporary
worship band. Services are 10:30
Sunday morning at Hinson Middle
School. This service is an extension
of First United Methodist, Ormond
Beach. Please contact Melissa at
(386) 677-3581, ext. 318 for more
details and information.

AUTOMOTIVE
Moving Sale
For sale: couch and loveseat, $100.
Full size mattress, $50. Call Drew,
(201) 951-5849.

Guitar Lessons Made Fun & Easy
All styles - Blues, Rock, Country,
Jazz, Metal. Professionally trained
Berklee College of Music instructor. Reasonable Rates - 1/2 hr
and 1 hr. Will travel to your place
or mine. Daytona Beach Area.
(386) 846-5362.

English Bulldog
Dina is such a sweetheart! She
is such a nice girl with excellent
comformation. Her personality will
steal your heart in a second. She is
an English Bulldog. She has lots of
wrinkles and a nice big head. She
has spectacular marking as well. If
you would like more information on
adopting her you can get me via this
email morgan.sandra@yahoo.com

Street Bike for Sale
‘94 ZX9R for sale. Low miles. Lots
of extras. Carbon fiber goodies.
Never stunted. Full exhuast. Sounds
incredible. Previous owner was a
cop and friend. Never laid down.
Includes everything needed to ride
away, including helmet. Its a must
see for the price! (610) 295-3627.

Honda CR250
2003 Honda CR250 motocross bike
completely stock with low hours.
Call Lisa at 451-4646. Asking
$2,300/obo.

1984 Chevrolet Cavalier
Gray, clean and in excellent running
condition. 73,000 original miles,
very reliable and extremely gas efficient. Asking $400 OBO. Contact
Katherine at (260) 438-5973 or at
bradf339@erau.edu
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